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This is the annual report of tt;<'c  E.c.~op~an Social Fund for 1978 submitted 
by the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council in. accord-
ance wHh Article 6  of Council Regule.tion.CEEC)  No 858/72 (1) which 
reads as follows 
"Every year the Comrnission shall, before 1  July~ submit to the European 
Parliament and to the Council a  report on the ac·t",vi.ties of the  p,~nd 
carried out during the past financial year giving inter alia a breakdown of 
the appropriations committed for operations during thitt. financial -rear. 
The report shall also cover the  forese~able developments in the coming 
three years regarding expenditure relating to actions undertaken IW.r-
suant to Articles 4 and 5 of Decision 71/66/EEC." 
Th~ report is based on the presentation used in previous years which was 
L:lVourably received by the Council and the European  Parliament.  The 
dfort towards greater clarity and to provide additional i.nforrnation has been 
continued;  this year a  separate chapter is included on the unemployment 
s;.i.uation in the Community whiletfor the first time~ details are given of 
u.iu  by field of intervention for each of the five r·egions of absolute priority. 
ln.  accordance with Article 5 of Commission Decision 78/706/EEC (2) 
nt.cmber states were requested,  on 28 December 1978, to furnish by 
31  March 1979, national reports on operations assisted by the Fund 
during the year 1978.  The deadline was subsequently extended to 
30 April for reasons of force majeur.  Only one member state was able 
to comply with the extended deadline and by 31  May only three nati.cnal 
reports had been received (those of Belghun9  the Netherlands and 
Luxembourg). 
When _all  the reports have been. received and translated the;y- will form 
th~ subject of a  supplement to this report. 
(l) OJ No L  337·,  27.12  .. 1977, p.5 
(2)  OJ No L  238,  30.8.1978, p.20 - 2  -
INTRODUCTION 
l.  The labour market background to the activities of the Social Fund <luring 
the year 1978 deteriorated slightly as compared to the grave situation of 
the previous year with the registered unemployed amounting to 6.14 million 
by the year-end. 
2.  Demand on the Fund's resources continued to increase at a  faster rate than 
the budget and reached almost 1,100 million European units of account. 
This represents an excess of 93.3% over the budget of nearly 571  meua (l) 
compared to a  ratio  of 52.3% in 1977. 
This required,  consequently, more restricti.ve selection criteria which 
'vcrc determined and published by the Commission after consultation with 
i.h-:- Social Fund Committee in the Guidelines for the lvhnagement of the 
European Social Fund during 1979-1981, and Transitional Guidelines for 
1973 (2). 
"t'1h.'~c guidelines tool<:  account of the economic and social situation in the 
Cv,nmunity including imba.1ances in the labour market and relative economic 
c;, p<-lcity in various parts of the Community to deal with them.  Another 
.'~uici ing principle in the drawing up of the document was the need to relate 
1n·~·,.c,rammes to real job prospects as closely as possible while showing due 
ircdu.1gcnce in this regard in the case of the least developed regions. 
3.  ,\ ppL.cations for assistance were considered in two batches and decided 
on  by the Commission,  after consultation with the Social Fund Committee, 
in Ju1y and December respectively.  The number of persons benefitting 
directly from programmes approved in 1978 is estimated at 1,000,000. 
(1)  including carry-over from 1977 budget of 1.5 meua 
(2) OJ No C 116 of 19.5.1978 - 3 -
4.  The increase of 10% in the intervention rate provided for in Council 
Regulation (EEC) No 2895/77 (1) for programmes in the five regions of 
absolute priority- Greenland,  French Overseas Departments, Ireland, 
Northern Ireland and the Mezzogiorno came into operation on 
1 January 1978 and helped to increase from 25%  in 1977 to 37. 6%  in 1978 
the proportion of Fund aid attributed to those regions.  The volume of 
Fund aid destined for operations in the terri tory covered by the European 
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) as a  whole reached 79.  2"/o  in 1978 
showing a  steady progression from 73%  ·in 1976 and 76%  in 1977. 
5. The new payments system established by Council Regulation (EEC) No. 
2894/77 (2) following the recent review of the Fund, came into operation 
on l  January 1978.  Immediate benefits were not to be expected given the 
time needed for adjustment by member states to the new procedures but 
the rhythm of payments improved as· the year progressed. 
6.  Discussions extended over most of the year in the Community institutions 
on the new employment aids for youth, with the  scheme~being finally 
approved by the Council to come into force on 1 January 1979.  This repre-
sents an important new function for the Fund in assisting job creation. 
(1) OJ No L  337 of 27.12.1977, p. 7 
(2) OJ No L  337 of 27.12.1977, p.S  ...  I ... - 4-
I. THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE EMPLOYMENT 
SITUATION IN  1978 
There were signs in 1978 of a  slight improvement in the employment 
situation, which has been a  cause for concern since 1974.  The development 
over the period 1973-1978 of the major variables relating to employment 
in the European Community is shown in Annex I/1.  The rise in total employ-
ment that rna rked 1977 continued in 1978.  However, under the influence of 
a  still growing population and rising a.ctivity rates,  the working population 
increased more rapidly than employment with the result that unemployment 
continued to grow,  But the rate of increase in unemployment has slackened 
considerably, from over SO%  in 1974/5 to onry 4%  in 1977/8.  Total employ-
mmt in 1978 was still over one million below its peak of 1974, and total 
unemployment  at 5, 969,000 persons CS. 6%  cf the working population) was 
at its highest level in the history of the Community (see Annex I/2), 
In 1978 unemployment was, on average, 4"  1%  higher than in 1977 in the 
Community as a  whole although in four me.mber states - Ireland, Germany, 
the N('therlands and the United Kingdom - there was a  fall in unemployment. 
Young people under 25 and women over 25 are particularly affected by unem-
ployment (see Annex I/3). 
Youlh unem12loyment 
1 
In 1978 there were,  on average, 2.2 million young people unemployed in the 
Community.  They accounted for 38%  of the unemployed whereas the proportion 
of young people in the working population was only 17%;  thus they bore more 
than twice their proportionate share of unemployment.  This general position 
applies to all  member  states except Germany.  There, young people have a 
slight advantage compared with other age-groups,  The unemployment rate 
among young people for the Community as a  whole was 12.4%. 
Women over 25 
The figures for youth unemployment refer of course to both sexes.  In fact 
over half (51. 9%)  of the young people unemployed were young women. 
. ..  I ... - 5 -
Moreover,  over half of unemployed women (over 1 million in 1978) were 
over 25. 
An indication of the contribution that vocational training can make to 
reducing the level of unemployment can be found in comparing registered 
vacancies with unemployment.  In June 1978 ,  685,000 job vacancies were 
registered with the public employment services of the Member States. 
The total number of job vacancies was certainly much higher as figures 
were not available for either Ireland or Italy and many job vacancies are 
not registered with the public employment services, since employers 
frequently recruit workers through other means.  It is, in fact,  quite 
likely that the total number of unfilled jobs in the Conununity exceeds one 
million. 
Thus action that enables the unemployed to fill existing job opportunities 
by providing them with the required skills, can make a  substantial contri-
bution towards reducing the level of unemployment.  It is untrue to suggest 
that,  in an economic recession, vocational training is less relevant because 
of a  reduction in the number of outlets.  In fact,  in periods of high unemploy-
~ 
mcnt,  it is even more vital to make use of every available job opportunity. 
Training is but one link in the chain that helps an unemployed person to 
find  a  job:  other links include vocational guid9-nce,  an effective placement 
service and assistance when necessary with the consequences of geographical 
mobility.  The need for training to be carried on in close liaison with these 
oLher services in order to improve job prospects is reflected in the guidelines 
for the management of the Fund. 
The actiorsof the Social Fund in relation to training have for many  years 
been backed up by the Conunission'  s  programme for encouraging cooperation 
between the member states in the field of vocational guidance.  Recently 
this has been supplemented by a'Il.  initiative in relation to placement. 
•  I#  •  I ... - 6 -
The Conunission has arranged for exchanges of officials of member states' 
placement services.  The aim is to encourage the spread of best practice 
so that these services become more effective in fuJ.filling  their function of 
seeking out job opportunities and matching them to the available job 
seekers. 
A  substantial proportion of the present level of unemployment is obviously 
due to a  lack of jobs.  This was the reason for the Commission's proposal 
leading to the establishment of the new aids to support youth employment 
schemes described in Chapter II. 
The  Counci~ in December 1978 approved the Commission's proposal for two 
new types of aid from the European Social Fund : 
(i) employment subsidies 1  paid to employers that recruit additional 
workers; and 
(ii) grants to job creation programmes in the public sector. 
At present these aids are restricted to young unemployed workers and 
amount to just over 10% of the total resources of the Fund.  Since they 
complement the existing range of instruments at the Conununity's disposal 
in the fight against unemployment, their importance in principle and in the 
future is very significant. 
. .. I. , . - 7 -
II.  NEW  MEASURES  ADOPTED  IN  1978 
The following new measures were adopted during 1978. 
Council 
On 18 December 1978 the Council adopted,  on a  propo.sal by the Commission 
and after consultation with the European Parliament (l) and the Economic 
and Social Committee (2) Council Regulation (EEC) No 3036/78 (3), creating 
two new types of aid aimed at promoting employment of young persons in the 
member states. 
The first is designed to promote the recruitment of job-seekers under 25 
years of age by means of creating additional jobs likely to give young people 
experience with a  vocational content or make it easier for them to find stable 
jobs. 
The second type of aid seeks to promote employment through projects for the 
creation of additional jobs fulfilling a  public need which otherwise would not 
ha vc  been met,  These jobs must be stable or likely to give young people 
experience with a  vocational content facilitating their access to the labour 
ma rkct making it easier for them to find stable employment. 
Commission 
In accordance with Article 3(a) cf Council Regulation (EEC) No 2396/71 (4), 
the Commission,  on 19 May,  adopted guidelines for the management of the 
Fund for the period 1979-1981 and transitional guidelines for the year 1978. 
The  guidelines are aimed at ensuring the application of the rules concerning 
the role and operation of the Fund in a  consistent manner;  they also determine 
in each field of intervention, the kinds of operations which best fulfill the 
objectives and conditions of intervention by the Fund. ·The guidelines are 
essential because of the imbalances  which arise  in most fields of inter-
vention between the volume of applications and the budgetary allocation. 
The guidelines take account of the economic and social situation in the 
Community and the size of the disequilibria in the employment market as 
w~.::ll as relative economic capacity available to deal with them. 
(t) OJ  No C 131  of 5.6.1978j  p. 22 
(2)0] No C 283 of 27.11.1978 7  p.  29 
(3)0] No L  361 of 23.12.1978,  p.  3 
(4)0] No L  249 of 10.11.1971, p. 54  OJ No L  337  of 27.12.1977. - 8 -
In  the present crisis characterised by high unemployment, the Commission 
considers it necessary to accord priority to training with the strongest job 
linl<s,  The situation differs somewhat in the regions with serious long-
standing employment problems due to lack of adequate development or the 
decline of dominant industri~s; the maintenance of a  substantial volume of 
skilled training is an essential condition for the attraction of new invest-
ments to those regions. 
Young persons, especially those beginning working life, continued in 1978 
to be one of the categories most seriously affected by the crisis.  This is 
why the Commission continued to support operations giving the young unem-
ployed the preparation essential for their access to work. 
The guidelines for the year 1977 were extended for 1978.  In order to ensure, 
however,  a  gradual transition towards the guidelines for the period 1979-1981, 
the Commission decided to apply certain features of the latter guidelines in 
1978 where this was justified by developments in the employment situation and 
subject to the proviso that it would not result in applications receiving less 
favourable treatment, 
The content of the guidelines applied in 1978 for the selectio·:, of applications 
in eu.ch field of intervention is described in the relevant chapter. 
In view of the employment situation, the Commission endeavoured to encourage
1 
through the guidelines, in the various intervention fields,  aids to promote 
employment in  Greenland, the French Overseas Departments,  Ireland, 
Northern Ireland and the Me zzogiorno. 
·For the purpose of improving the management of  the Fund, the Commission 
adopted Decision 78/742/EEC (l) on 27 June 1978 providing for compulsory 
forms for applications for aid and payment claims; these were based on forms 
used on  a  voluntary basis in the past. 
A  futher measure taken by the Commission to improve efficiency was Decision 
7S/7Ci6/EEC (2) of 27 Julyl978, concerning certain administrative and 
financial procedures; these concerned essentially the processing of 
applications,  the period of execution of operations and payment claims. 
(l) OJ No L  248 of 11.9.1978, p.l 
(2) OJ No L  238 of 30.8.1978, p.20 - 9 -
Ill.  FINANCIJ\.L AND BUDGETARY ASPECTS 
1978  Commitments 
The Budgetary Authority allocated a  total of 569. 3 meua ,  representing an 
increase of about 13%  over the previous year, to the Commitments Budget 
of the Social Fund for the year 1978,  made up of Chapters 50, 51  and 52 
of the General Budget  of the European Communities for that year.  The 
total amount available for commitments on the 1978 budget was in fact 
slightly higher with the addition of some 1. 5 meua by way of appropriations 
originally committed in 1977 and subsequently cancelled following notifica-
tion by  Il'Cmber  states of changes in programmes involving reduction in 
cost. 
Some further 52 meua moreover, had already been committed for operations 
to be carried out in 1978 from earlier budgets relating to the period before 
the introduction of the new budgetary system on 1 January 1977 (1). 
The provision  in the new budgetary system, whereby unused commitments 
in a  particular year may be re-used in the budget of the following year if 
notified before the end of that year provides - to a  large extent - a  solution 
to the danger inherent in the old budgetary system of an excessive amount 
of appropriations being unused through over-estimation by the member 
states or unforeseen changes of plan by promoters. 
Under the previous budget system, there was no facility to re-use commit-
ments which were unused by member states.  These unused commitments only 
became known to the Commission when final claims for payment were made, 
often several years after the year of commitment.  Although the claims for 
1974, 1975 and 1976 have not yet been finalised,  as Annex IX shows,  commit-
ments of at least 106 meua were cancelled which the Commission regards as 
an unsatisfactorily high proportion (12. S'lo).  In the case of two member states, 
F r·an ce and Italy,  wi. th a  substantial volume of commitments still unclaimed, 
(1) The official Budgets of the Social Fund up to 1977 were shown in units of 
account Cu. a's).  From 1978 onwards they are shown in the new European 
units of account (e. u. a. 's). 
0  •• I ... - 10-
the final figures for cancellations could well prove even higher.  It will be 
noted that cancellations as a  propoportion of total commitments varied  con-
siderably between the various member states ranging from 5%  to 25%. 
Allocation of Commitment Appropriations 
The detailed breakdown of the 1978 commitments budget,  included in Annex II /1  ~ 
distinguishes between actions carried out under Articles 4 and 5 of Decision 
71/66/EEC (1) and Article 7  of Council Regulation (EEC) No 2893/77 (2) and 
the various fields of intervention authorised under these articles. 
Prevision is made for transfer of appropriations within the overall budget in 
the course of the year should circumstances so require.  This was availed of 
to effect the transfer of about 2.5 meua from Agriculture and Textiles to 
Migrants referred to in Chapter IV; the amount involved was small when con-
sidered in terms of the overall budget but its value in relieving the gross 
inadequacy of the allocation to migrants was significant. 
Usc of Commitments 
1978  saw the largest gap so far between applications for aid from the Social 
F~nd and available resources.  In 1977 applications had outstripped the budget 
by just over 52 3%;  in 1978  this amount increased to 93. Ylo.  This strain of 
shortage  of resources was not evenly spread over the various fields of inter-
vention but was most pronounced in the case of Migl~ants 1  Young People and 
Hu.ndicapped,  where the amounts applied for exceeded the amounts allocated 
by  312~~, 125% and 120'/o  respectively.  In absolute terms.,  the greatest shortage 
of resources occurred in the fields Young Persons and Regions (see Annex V). 
Applications were examined by the Commission in two batches and commitments 
were decided i.n June and December respectively after consultation with the 
Social Fund Corrnnittee (3).  Of the total number of applications to the Social 
Fund,  260 mcua (24%) were classified as either inadmissible (4), ineligible 
or non-priority. 
(l) OJ No L  249 of 10.11.1971~ p.S.4;  OJ No L  337 of 27.12,1977 7  p.l 
(2) OJ No L  28 of 4.2.1971, p.l5  ;  OJ No L  337  of 27 .12.197'7,  p.S 
(3)  11.1~ apprc:pria.tion.s were com  .. mitted apart from the customary small margin 
(l.  ~ mcua} reserved. for contingencies such as changes in calculation arising 
from flucmutions in the value of the eua, 
(4) e.g.  fo-;:'  n :'t j_ncluding full information prescribed in the apphcation forms. - ll ·-
Other chapters describe the application of the guidelines in the selection 
of applications in the various  int,~rvention fields.  Generally speaking, 
applications classified first priority were accorded full financial commit-
ment.  An exception, however,  was the migrants field in which, despite 
the transfer of 2.5 meua referred to above;  only 18.5 meua were available 
to meet claims classified as first priority, which totalled  27 .S meua. 
In several other fields there were imbalances, as the following table shows, 
between applications classified as second priority and resources available 
for their financing.  In two fields of intervention, migrants and handicapped, 
no financing of second priority applications was possible.  For the remaining 
fields shown in the table below - except women where the volume of eligible 
applications did not exceed the budget - a  reduction procedure was employed, 
as in previous years, to bridge  the remaining gap of 196.7 meua between the 
volume of applications accorded second priority classification and the budgetary 
resources remaining to meet  them. 
fjdds of  Available  Volume  classified  Volume classified  GAP 
l nLcrvention  Appropria- as lst priority  as 2nd priority  (II+lll-I) 
tions  meua  riieua 
I  II  III 
Agriculture 
and Textiles  32.5  28.4  --
Young People  179 .l  139.5  76.2  36.6 
Migrants  18.5  27.5  54.4  63.4 
Regions  2E1.4  168.5  264.4  151.5 
Handicapped  48.6  48.2  9.2  8.8 
Women  (no definite guidelin( s  - priorities therefore not applicable) 
TOTAL  560.1  412.1  404.2  260.3 
An important change however, was to replace the former linear method by a 
new system weighted  reduction taking account of the relative unemployment rates 
and gross national product per capita of the member states (l)  ,· 
(l) OJ No C 116 of 19.5.1978 p.3  OJ No C 298/6 of 12.12.1978, p.6 - 12  -
The former method was straight-forward arithmetic calculation based on 
the total volume of applications by member states approved for aid and the 
available appropriations,  The new system is based on the need to take 
account  of the unemployment situation in the various parts of the Community 
as well as the re1a  tive economic capacity of the various  member states to 
cope with the problem.  In this way, it favours particularly the developing 
regions of the Community and so contr.i.butes to one of the main objectives 
of the Fund. 
Priority applications subject to weighted reduction.... 
meua. 
Member  Priority applications  Weighted reduction  Amounts  Amounts allocat· 
State  subject to reduction  Indicator  allocated as a% of prioric 
(l)  applications 
subject to reduc· 
(l) 
Belgium  10.05  1.14  3.92  39.0 
Denmark  ll.OO  0. 78  3.38  30.7 
Germany  94.19  0.52  20.78  22.1 
France  63.15  0.78  19.04  30.2 
Ireland  1.30  3.52  1.30  100.0 
Italy  50.80  2.21  39.60  78.0 
Netherlands  11. 38  0.62  3.01  26.5 
United Kin  dom  113.25  1.47  57.18  so.s 
TOTAL  355.12  148.21  41.7 
(1) The amounts allocated do not depend on weighted reduction indicator alone but 
also on the volume of the applications classified as priority subject to re-
duction per member state in the various fields of intervention. 
I  ' 
. 
l - 13  -
The Commission  was, however,  awe re of the need to aim at keeping the 
volume of Fund aid distributed through the weighted reduction system to the 
minimum so as to maintain the primacy of the gt1idelines as the main basis 
for distribution.  The difficulty was of predicting the volume of demand and 
the nature of applications in relati.on to the priorities set out in the guide-
lines, both factors proving to be extremely variable.  The amount subject 
to weighted reduction in 1978, however, gives no grounds for complacency: 
196.7 meua (or 31%  of total priority applications). 
The Commission is continuing to keep the system under review. 
1978 Payments 
The Budgetary Authority allocated 537 meua to the 1978 payments budget of 
the Social Fund (l) while a  further 45.4 meua were carried over from the 
previous year's budget.  Payments effected during the year totalled 284 meua 
or 11%  more than in the previous year. 
(1) for detailed breakdown see Appendix II/2. 
. ..  I ... - 14-
The breakdown is as follows 
p  t  ~nsma  d  .  1978  e  1n  meua 
197.3  .1974  1975  1976  1977  1978  TOTAL 
Article 4  - 0.27  7.80  29.85  71.97  18.52  128.39 
Article 5l  0.15  3.32  15.08  29.33  97.45  10.57  155.90 
. 
TOTAL  0.15  3.59  22.88  59.H3  169.4.2  29.09  284.29 
In considering the payments situation,  one should distinguish between 
(a) operations beginning in 1978 or later to which the new simplified 
system of payments applies  ;  and 
(b) earlier operations for which a  simplified facility was. also available, 
distinguishing between 
(i)  operations carried out prior to January 1, 1977 
(ii)  operations carried out during 1977. 
(a) Operations beginning in 1978 or later 
1t will be recalled that the new rules for this category provide for a 
simplified system of payments of 30%  on certification by the member 
state concerned that the operation has begun and a  fi.l.rther 30%  at the 
half  .. way stage. 
On the positive side, it can be noted that a  high proportion (81%)  of the 
amount claimed had been paid by the  eru:l of the year and that virtually 
all duly completed clatms received up to  mid-December had been paid 
by the end of the year.  The volume of payments increased progressively 
as the  Commission and member states adapted to the new system. 
On the  other-hand~ assuming from experience that about 70% .of both the 
commitments made prior to 1978 and of the commitments notifted in 1978 
related  •'t~  operations to be carried out in 1978,  then it was possible to - 15  -
make claims for advance payment, under the new system, during 1978 
totalling 154 meua.  In fact only 72.5 meua (50%)  was claimed, 
The breakdown by member state was as follows 
~1 o  ;;;;::;fc o  ;;,,,; "~"n  t s [om,;;;  tme n;; 
---,.-·------·  .. ------·---
Amounts  % of I  + ll  Paid during 
State  , made prior to  notified in  claimed  unclaimed  1978 
j  1:778  1978 (1)  on 31.12. 78 
!  r______  --~--
III  IV  v 
--·  -
Belgium  0.36  2.81  0.17  94.6  0.17 
Denmark  1.41  7 .16  2.38  72.2  2.18 
Germany  17.32  28. 31  15.23  66.6  14.90 
l;  l'Ll.nce  39.57  20.69  2.09  96.5  --
1  rcland  15.43  37.96  11.89  40.3  25.03 
ltLJ.ly  82.24  51.99  2.35  98.2  --
Luxembourg  O.lO  0.17  0.03  88.9  -
·' 
Netherlands  0.28  1.25  -- 100.0  --
L 1 n i Led 
'\ ingdom  47.07  24.65  18.31  74.5  16.65 
TOTAL  203.78  174.99  72.45  80.9  58.93 
(l) Only first batch 1~)78 - 16  -
The Commission announced during 1978. changes which should contribute 
to a  greatc r  volume of payments within the year 1979.  Up to the present, 
a  substantial portion of appropriations are decided,  as in 1978, in the 
second batch, leaving too little time for notification to member states and 
subsequent applications and payments of advances within tle year. 
Indeed, notification of the second batch of decisions in 1978 was not 
effected until March 1979 mainly because of delays in the furnishing of 
information regarding the duration of the separate phases of  programmes 
for which aid had been requested on a multi-annual basis. 
An improvement planned for 1979 is to bring forward the second batch 
of decisions to September to give time for notification and subsequent 
pa:yment within the year; provided.  of course, that promoters and member 
st.:ltes play their essential part. 
(b)  Operations started prior to 1978 
(i) Operations carried out prior to 1 January 1977 
Payments made during 1978 in this category amounted to 112 meua 
with claims totalling 71  mua urider examination by the Commission 
at the end of the year. 
0  •• I ... 
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in mua., 
-~, ~(~1~1;~=--·--::2~-rr:~~l  ;-~~1;;~~-~~-- :;\-~~:~;t  ·rA:ou~;  .. ----·-Tc:~~~~~-;::~~--Jrc-~.~~~e~,t~-
s l n Lc  out standing  I  paid  !  c.anc::~ned  lunp~jd at  ur~dr.nmed ~t 
at l.l .1978  during ll in 19 ;8  3l.l2.  !.978  .;L 12 .l97ts 
1978 
------·---------- -----·--·-·  -·---- -- -· .-··--·---
Dclgium  1.87  0.66  0.08  Ll3  0.81 
Denmark  0.40  0.34  0.06 
Germany  3.06  l.  73  0,39  0.94  0.  3LJ. 
France  114.38  37.96  7.60  68.82  35.91 
Ireland  12.66  9.01  2.70  0.95  0.17 
Italy  103.85  23.96  20.57  59.32  25.63 
Luxembourg  0.07  0.04  0.01  0.02  0.02 
Netherlands  3.19  1.58  1.55  0.06  0.06 
United 
Kingdom  54.54  36.73  12.16  5.65  2.72 
----
TOTI\L  294.02  ~i~~.12  136.89  65.66 
----------------
Wh<t:  i.s  di.sappointing in this category is the relatively minor extent to 
\\r1t idt ;n'omotcrs and member states availed of the system of simplified 
r:;~:,:.,:nl s  of Ctccount of up to 85% provided for in Council Regulation (EEC) 
~·J~~  23S'4/77 (l) for operations carried out prior to 1978. 
T::c:  C.:n;lmission hCts  constantly reminded national administrations of this 
i'.; ,: i l i \.y,  but of the 294. 02 mua worth of claims unpaid at the beginning of 
: :": yc::lt',  th-2  amount in respect of which the acce l.erated facility was 
(·l ,-; i J~l~'d  cam~' to only 2. 21  mua. 
i ''  fi,c1,  ulthough member states were asked at the beginning of the year to 
::-:  s:~;:w1e th'-'  authority responsible for certHying claims; despite reminders 
Ly  ~hQ CommissionP  two member states - those vii.th the greatest volume of 
~.Lrt"~''-'l'c;  in fact - wer·e not in a  position to reply until November, 
•.  ,,·:. i  be observed that cance11ations during 1978 amounted to over 4.5  meua. 
,:.i:,';  i,;-.-d is not considered satisfacwryby the ComiDissioni it is to be 
he··;·,,,;  .hac promoters will make greater efforts in the future to make more 
<~-:•: c: ;"'<l1  .~  applications fol' assi..stanc•'2, - 18  -
' 
(ii)Operations carried out during the year 1977 
Jn  this category there was a  much greater use of the system of  accelerated 
payments on account of up to 85%;  this trend increased as the year 1978 
progressed.  Claims for accelerated payments totalled 199 mua (1) but 
only 7Cflo  of this amount had been submitted to the Commission by 30 November. 
1  t  will be noted that about 85%  of the amount of claims, properly completed, 
received prior to 31  October had been paid by the end of the year. 
The -l)reakdown by member state is as follows  : 
in mua. 
Member  Commitments  Amount paid  Amount  Commitments 
State  outstandi~  in 1978  cancelled  outstandin~ at 
at 1.1.197  in 1978  31.12.197 
Ddgium  10.64  8.65  1.15  0.84 
Denmark  12.66  0.94  0.69  11.03 
Germany  56.95  19.11  1.37  36.47 
France  130.97  16.29  0.24  114.44 
lee  land  43.86  13.69  1. 78  28.39 
lLaly  175.17  26.72  1.48  / 146.97 
Luxembourg  0.14  - - 0.14 
N c Lhc rlands  11.77  9.31  0.96  1.50 
U nitcd 
1\ in_sdom  204.34  92.37  2.02  109.95 
" 
TOTAL  646.50  187.08  9.69  449.73 
0) This amount includes also the claims sent back to the member states by 
Lhc  Commission for varying reasons, or withdrawn by the member states 
themselves in order to replace them by additional or final claims. 
II  D  ./.  r:l  0 - 19  .. 
As will be noted from Annex Il/3 1  on 31  December 1978,  the volume of 
outstanding corrm1itments stood at 1. 221  meua,  Of this,  a..  total of 170 meu.a 
had bcc.n claimed and was being -processed for payment by the Commission's 
services.  Not all of the balance could have been claimed.  however, 
b12cause ,  included were some commitments not notified to the member 
states at that time and others relating to programmes being carried out 
in future years. 
Taking account also of cases in which member states had indicated that 
claims would not be forthcoming,  the volume of commitments unclaimed 
but which could have been claimed works out at 362 meua as the following 
table shows  : 
Total outstand:ing commitments 
Cl  <J ims being processed 
C.:•rm;litments (second batch 1978) 
which had not been notified 
Con1mitments relating to programmes 








Unclaimed balance - 362 
·~,·~lt.:>  l'Lgure,  which the Commission regards as unsatisfactorily high, 
.lighl.Lghts a  major obstacle, not always fully realised, to improving the 
~)d.)'lit..::>nts  situation, namely,  the slowness of certain member states in 
su[xn.itting claims. 
0) Estimates - 20-
Forecasts of Expenditure 1979  - 1981 
Despite the improvement expected in the economic situation, unemployment 
is likely to continue at a  high level in the next few years.  The effects of 
economic growth on the employment situation are, in fact, likely to be 
largely negatived by  a  reduction of jobs because of increased productivity 
arising from industrial restructuring and an increasing number of job-
seekers with large numbers of young people coming on the labour rna rket 
up to the mid-1930's.  The situation is aggravated by the fact that so many 
of the sc young people do not have training qualifications suitable for such 
jobs as are available.  This accounts for the increasing accent put on 
:youth programmes by the  Social Fund and the recent decision to introduce 
new aids for youth employment.  Apart from the impact of unemployment on 
pa1·ticular categories of worker, like young people, for example,  serious 
problems persist in the less developed regions with deep-seated structural 
deficiencies - problems which have indeed, become more acute with the 
economic crisis. 
The_  restructuring needs of certatn sectors such as shipbuilding,  must be 
acc  .. )mpanied by appropriate social measures.  The Budgetary Authority 
h.:1s,  in fact,  acknowledged this need by making token provision for aid for 
these measures for the first time in  the 1979 budget. 
This increasing need for Fund aid is also refl.ected in the rapidly growing 
volume of applications which outstripped budgetary resources in 1978 by 
more than ever before (see page 10);  applications for 1979 are likely to 
total more than l, 400 meua. 
T}le lludgets of the Social Fund in the years 1979-1981 will, therefore, 
1''-''l'J..i. rc to maintain the same rate of increase as between 1978 and 1979 if 
rlh~ Fund is to play an effective role in dealing with the employment problems 
facing the Community. 
1079 commitments budget 
The budget approved by the Budgetary Authority for 1979 (details in Annex XI) 
shows, in fact,  a  rise of 35%  over the previous year which represents a 
significant real increase in resources taking inflation into account. ..  21  -
1\  new C1wptcr is  included~ Chapte t' 53,  to implement the new measures fox· 
job creation f,yc young persons,  When added to existing aid for young 
people provided for under Cha.pter 50, this amounts to increased. provision 
of a1most 7Cflc  for young people as compared with 1978, 
Provision for migrants has been increased by 44%  in view of the severe 
impa.ct of weighted reduction in this field. 
\}/omen's programmes are allocated 18 meua as compared with 8 meua. in 
1978.  It must be remarked  with regret, however, that the volume  of 
eligible applications under this heading a:t  present falls far short of the 
budgetary provision. 
The increase in Chapter 51  is smaller- 17%  -with allocation for the handi-
capped rising by 24%  and that of the remaining fields  - regions, technical 
progress and groups of firms  by 16%. 
Article 9(2) of Decision 71/66/EEC requires that in any year at least 50"/o 
of the:  total appropriations of the Fund be allocated to actions carried out 
in  t1u2  LRDF regions under Article 5.  The effect of this .on the 1979 budget 
rncans that only 3. 25 meua can be corrunitted outside the territory of the 
Eu  rupl~an Rcgiona  l  Development Fund in the fields of handicapped,  groups 
oC  fi nns and technical progress,  The Commission does not regard this as 
Sillisfactory and the draft budget for 1980 would increase to 50 meua the margin 
\ 
wh ici1  c.ould be committed in the three fields concerned for actions outside 
the.  ERDF regions. 
!SSO c0mmitrnents budget 
T  h~~  tutnl budget proposed by the Commission for the Social Fund in 1980 
is l ,1..)00 million eua which would represent an increase of 30%  over the 
c L;r;·erct year,  It will be noted from Annex XI that, while the concentration 
'-'11  _vuulh and regions is maintained, this draft budget proposes. substantial 
~ncccnses in sma.ller fields of intervention such as migrants(+ 30'/o)  and 
( ,;c::  handicavped (+ 23%)  which, despite increases this yearf  se.em to be 
:'._t;:j:~1;  weigitted reduction on first priority applications in the former case 
.Jnd 'insufficiency of Funds for programmes outside the ERDF territory in 
the case of the latter. - 22-
\Vit~l regard to 1981,  it appears to tre Commission at this stage, that an 
increase of 30';{.  - 35%  will be necessary; this would bring the budget of 
of the Social Fund up to l, 300 or l,  350 meua. 
Payments budgets 
The foregoing references to the 1979 - 1981 budgets relate, of course to 
the commitment appropriations. 
Payment appropriations in the 1979 budget amount to 527.5 meua (Annex XI) 
which, added to some 299.5 meua carried forward from the previous year, 
giw.s u  total of 827 meua for 1979.  This substantial carry-over is due to 
l;t~._~  !'<teL  that as explained in page 16,  the new payments system did not 
i;,'c~._,mc fully effective in 1978. 
\\' itilc improvement may be expected in 1979,  a  carryG over into 1980 is not 
;'-)  uc discounted and for that reason the payments appropriations for that 
ycu r  show an increase of only 4%  over 197.0;  should payments increase to 
' 
a  point where they are likely to exceed the:  budgetary provision, the 
situation could be met through a  supplementary budget.  A  substantial 
increase should, however,  be envisaged for 1.981,  bringing the total up to 
900 - 1,000 meua;  this to reflect both the growth in the commitments budget 
and the full utilisation of the new payment procedures. 
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[' r  .. v "  ACTlVIT1 ES BY "FIELDS OF mTERVENTtON 
PERSONS LEA VlNG AGRICULTURE 
The decline in the volume of programmes suumitted under Counb.l Decision 
72/428/EEC (l) to assist persons leaving agriculture observed in recent 
yci1rs continued in 1978.  Applications reached a  total of 10 meua compared. 
with 24.5 meua in  the previous year and 4l.6meua Ln 1976"  Comparison of 
these figures must,  however,  take account of the fact that programn1es 
amounting to 15.5 meua were approved in 1977 for execution  in 1978 and 
1979.  It will be recalled that the budgetary system in force prior to 
l  Jumtary 1978 provided for commitments not only on the budget of the year 
in question but also for the two subsequent years. 
Tius diminution  in the volume of applications reflects the slow-down in the 
r~. :,: 0f moveme:nt of workers from tb.e land infl.uen:.ed by the lack of employ-
n;,,q ,1pportunities in the other sectors.  This intervention field is combined 
\'vi i_h  I hat. of tcxtiJes and clothing for budgetary purposes with a  total pro-
vision of 32 meua compared with 35 meua in 1977. 
ln 1978 nbout one-.third of this combined budget was allocated to the agri-
cultural sector,  reversing the previous trend whereby,for example~ in 
1977 the corresponding proportion was almost two  .. thirds. 
GcnL~  c:1l  characteristics of applicati~ns 
1\s in pr-2vious years, the biggest applications, both in terms of aid re-
([UL~Si.cd and numbers trained, formed part of general national prograrrunes 
noL llmircd to workers leaving agriculture.  It was difficult,  therefore~ to 
identify the specific nature of the actions specially geared to the needs of 
<:his  category.  However,  a  national programme submitted by France and an 
lt.u..1 i.J.n  regional prograrrune for the Mezzogiorno were confined to assisting 
pc cs0ns leavi.ng agriculture. 
T1 ..  ~  nu m be:r of a-pplications concernj_ng members of the farming household has 
bcL':l  t:·,,:rcascd in recent years; most of these are for y01.mg  people leaving 
(l) Clj  :.J,J  L  291  of 2BJ.2,l972, p. l5£i  OJ No L  337 of 27.12.1977,  p. 10 - 24-
the lanJ although their parents may be sta,ying in agriculture.  A  similar 
growth is developing in programmes providing training for a  supplementary 
means or livelihood for those engaged in agriculture.  This activity usually 
con cc  m  cd tou  r"ism and the craft industries; management of skiing and 
camping resorts and nature conservation were typical examples. 
Programmes for zones covered by the Directive on hill farming (1) and 
dis-advantaged areas were few in 1978 and were in fact submitted by only 
one member state - France. 
Because, no doubt,  of developments in the employment market, the year 
l97B  :~aw a  greater tendency towards change in the kinds of job for which 
wo :-kc• i'S leaving agriculture were being trained.  Traditionally, these 
iL'nc!.  ..  ~cL to be building,  metallurgy, electronics, electrical and services 
s,~-.:lur,  but in the year under review, while the building industry and 
scl~viccs sector continued to provide <;:>utlets,  there was an increasing 
, -;-,' ncl  also towards jobs in the processing of agricultural products and 
vthcr activities closely connected with agriculture (e.g. management of 
co-operatives). 
Guidelines for the  selection of applications 
The guidelines for the selection of applications in 1978 were, as in previous 
years, designed to support the creation of stable employment counteracting 
the depopulation of rural zones. 
First priority was accorded to operations designed to deal with the effects 
on ugricultural  workers of the application of the directives on agricultural 
strudurcs especially those concerning the modernisation of  agricultural 
hvld i 11f,s  (2) and the encouragement to leave agriculture with the consequential 
us~...·  '-'r  the land concerned for structural improvement (3). 
Oth~.:'r  L1p~jlkutions with the same objejctives were also gr<utte~ first priority 
o.s  were programmes in zones i.ncluded in the Directive on hill farming, 
de si •'Hc'U  to impart skilles to agricultural workers seeking a  complementary 
S0U !','•..:'  c)J' imcvm('  OUtSide agriculture. 
p.  1 
p.  l 
p. 9 - 2.5  -
p rogrammcs rel.::tting to xnembers o.f  farming households'  such as ti..;.employed 
or underemployed young persons or wives seeki.ng employment outside agri-
culture  ,..  e.ven if  their husbands remained .in that sector  - were also clas-
sified in first priority.· 
Applications meeting first priority requirements amount~d to about 10  meua 
in 1978. 
r.  ~-
Bcndidarie  s 
Approximately 8,000 persons are estimated to benefit from training approved 
under this heading in 1978. 
/ 
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WORKERS  IN  THE TEXTILE AND  CLOTHING INDUSTRIES 
Vol umc of applications and budgetar;r allocation 
The volume of applications for assistance for the textile and clothing sectors 
provided for under Council Decision 76/206/EEC (l) totalled 19 meua or 
slightly below the corresponding figure of 20 meua for the previous year. 
It.  should be noted, however,  that certain programmes in the textile and 
clothing sectors were assisted under other fields of intervention - notably 
young persons (a Dutch application) and regions (Italian and Irish applica-
tions). 
Tlh~ joint budgetary allocation for textile and clothing and agriculture 
h'tali.  __ ,d 32 meua in 1978. 
[n  t;li s  sector aid is granted only in respect of production of a  kind compatable 
with Community policy guidelines; the aim is to restrict Fund aid in the case 
of operations likely to lead to increased production in sensitive branches with 
suq)lus capacity.  This factor has tended to become more strict in recent 
years and has contributed to the slow-down in volume of applications for this 
field of intervention. 
c,,ncral characteristics of applications  \ 
Only 15%  of applications concerned workers leaving the sector, the majority 
being for retraining within textiles and clothing and relating mostly to young 
persons.  Eligibility for this field of intervention does not,  of course, extend 
to newly recruited youths - they  may well benefit from Article 4  (young 
persons) or others who have not previously been employed in textiles  or 
clothing. 
Three-quarters of the applications were submitted by public training authorities 
but many of these and in fact the majority of ali applications concerned in-firm 
training or training in certain centres  connected with several firms. 
(l) OJ No L  39 ofl4.  2.1976 p.  39  OJ No L  337 of 27,12.1977,  p, 10 -·  27  -
While the avcrag'" dura.tion of thc:se courses was between 300 and 350 hours 
per person,  some British program.me.s were for l,  200 hours. 
As in the previous year~ some of the applications .submitted related. to the 
efforts of firms to maintain  jobs especially i.n areas of high une.mplopnent 
·j_n  which single firms employed a  significant proportion of the work-force, 
ln view of the continued serious employment situation in the sector, the 
Commission felt it appropriate to retain for 1978 the guidelines applicable. 
to the previous year. 
Fiest priority was therefore given to applications concerning operations 
to u.ssist persons :-
OJ~ 
compelled to leave the textile and clothing sectors for employment in 
anoL.ncr sector of economic activity, provided that the applications 
high!  i.:~hted the severity of the employment problems to be solved and. 
the solutions applied  ; 
1x:ing retrained,  i.n the context of structural adaptation measures~ for 
.:.·mplo_y-ment  in branches of the industry· with prospects of viability at a 
Community level. 
The application of the lauer gave rise to some practical problems in that 
several forms of tr-aining geared to a  particular production may also be 
us.~d  r~,r- oth<2r types.  Checking problems arose.,  moreover,  in the case 
0f general global applications, because many small firms were involved 
and very often individual statistics could not be established until after 
;h.:  operation had begun.  To overcome these problems, national authorities 
,~l'nificd to the Commission th~ viability of the jobs in question subject to 
vcci l'ication a  posteriori Juring the currency of the operations. 
Beth' Ciciarics 
/\ppl ications meeting first priority requirements amounting to about 19 meua 
\vcrc approved.  They are expected to benefit sorr1.e  13~500 workers, ~  28  -
MIGRANT  WORKERS 
Volume of applications and budgetary allocation 
The entry of migrant workers into the Community showed a  net decline of 
about 20'/o  during 1978 while movements between one member state and 
anolher showed no appreciable change.  Migrant workers who total about 
6 million in the Community are estimated to have an unemployment rate of 
over 21%.  The volume of applications in 1978 for Fund aid under Council 
Decision 77/803/EEC (l),  at 79 meua registered a  rise of about 60'/o  over 
the previous year, reflecting the increasing concern in the  rrember  states 
to assisl migrants in facing the consequences of the difficulties imposed on 
them by the unemployment crisis. 
With  <.L  budget of only 18.5 meua  after the transfer from other fields of 
intervention of 2.5 meua -referred to on page 10, the problems of 
sdcction were considerable and a  weighted reduction,  even in first 
pri,>ril:l applications, inevitable. 
C c: !-''-';·nl  characteristics  of applications 
.S ;)ccial.ised teaching of children of migrant workers 
j\.\..)st applications concerned, as in previous years, specialised teaching 
for integrating the children of migrant worl~rs into the education system 
L>f  the new country with comprehensive natiE:mal  programmes being submitted 
fcom Gccmany, the United Kingdom,  Denmark and the Netherlands.  An 
Italian programme concerned special courses for the integration of Italian 
children into the education 
they were migrating. 
systems of the other member states to which 
An interesting experimental programme in Liege 1  Belgium~ for sixty 
..::hHd1·en of different origins - Arab, Turkish, Spanish and ltalian,combined 
coL: rscs in their native culture with language instruction in French  and 
vocutional preparation. 
This combination of vocational preparation and language tuition, if still 
innuvatory for school attenders,  is becoming more and more common in 
(l) OJ No L  337  of 27,12.1977,  p"  12 - 29  ~ 
and social life of the:  hc·st ,:oun1ry.  IV1.0st  of thes·2 programmes c:oncer;1ed 
migrants from third countries but some also included migrants originating 
from within the  Community.  The courses were frequently run by private, 
voluntary organisations~ especially in France and Germany.  A  growing 
tendency has emerged in. r•ecent years especially in French applications 
of linking language learntng more closely to every-.day working and 
living situations rather than using traditional class-room methods.  A 
British application concerned in-company language courses  9  established 
following a  study of the most urgent specific needs of the workers in 
question. 
Counselling Services 
Most applications under thi.s heading continued to come from Germany and 
were concerned with giving advice on housing and employment as part 
of a  range of activities carried out by voluntary organisations to help 
migrar,ts. 
Training of Teachers and Social Workers 
Thc~iL; pcogrammcs were submitted mainly by France and Germany.  In 
F t·ancc,  some promoters organised teacher training courses in parrallel 
with liL,~racy courses for migrants which provided useful feed-back and 
emphasised the practical aspects in the teacher training courses. 
The German L·andcr submitted teacher programmes :-
(i)  in teaching methods geared to the general school needs of migrant 
children;  and 
(ii)  lo prepare teachers from the country of origin to give courses init'ially 
. in the children's mother tongue and later in German  in the new school 
Ci.l rriculum. 
C: uidcli.nes used for the selection of applications 
The relevant Council Decision,  77 /803/EEC provides for Fund assistance 
fo-e  ti1rce kinds of action concerning migrants :-
- integcated programmes 
- integration measures 
-·  basic and advanced training of social workers .a.nd teachers. - 30-
The first and third of these were, as in the previous year, accorded first 
priority.  integrated programmes are defined under Council Decision 
77 /SOJ /EEC as extendi.ng to all the measures necessary to ensure the 
cfL:xtivcn.ess and continuity of action through successive phases of 
migration from preparation for departure to eventual return home.  More-
ave J',  they are limited by the Decision. to programmes facilitating the 
employment and geographical and professional mobility of workers moving 
from one  ~mber state to another.  About one-third of total applications 
submit  ted concerned integrated programmes. 
More than half the applications received concerned migrants coming from 
th"ird  countries  which,  therefore,  fell outside the definition of integrated 
progr<i;,unes.  These are eligible for assistance as integration measures 
under the Decision referred to above.  First priority was accorded in 
t11is  category to  special programmes for young persons under 25, language 
tui.ti.on for adults and demonstration actions in the educational integration 
of migrant's children. 
The  b.J.sic and advanced training of social workers and teachers continued 
to be accorded first priority. 
i\ pplicu tions meeting first priority criteria amounted to some 21.7 meua 
o.1~«inst total appropriations of 18.5 meua.  The gap was bridged through 
..... 
t :,.._,  application of the weighted reduction method referred to in page 11. 
Be' lh'  ,·i ciaries 
lt is estimated that applications approved in 1978 will contribute to the 
schvvling of about 100,000 children of migrant workers;  to language and 
tr.:lining courses of about 130,000 adult migrants and to the training of 
about 4, 000 teachers and social workers. 
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YOUNG  PEOPLE 
Volume of applications and budgetary allocation 
Applications submitted under Council Decision 75/459/EEC (1) to tackle 
youth unemployment showed a  considerable increase in 1978 reaching 388 meua 
as compared with 305 meua in 1977 • 
The increase in applications reflects the continued priority in the Community 
generally to combat youth unemployment,  and the improvement and development 
of the measures introduced at the beginning of the unemployment crisis.  The 
budgetary allocation to meet these applications in 1978 was some 180 meua 
compared with 142 meua in 1977. 
Characteristics of applications 
T  h--~  majority (56%) of applications concerned vocational preparation for semi-
skilkd jobs and initial training for young persons to prepare them for skilled 
training. 
'l'hcsc operations were usually geared to the needs of those young people most 
~criously threatened by long -term unemployment.  In an increasing number of 
cases they were designed to follow compulsory schooling and to cater for those 
outside the range of the traditional training system. 
'-
Though often very different in origin, the operations show in their evolution a 
tendency to become gradually harmonised by  region or by zone, particularly in 
France, Italy, and the United Kingdom.  The proportion of theoretical to 
practical training shows signs of becoming better adapted to needs in all 
member states.  Work experience for young persons with speCial guidance 
problems was a  noteworthy development, especially in the United· Kingdom. 
Following the German practice, a  general tendency was observed in the 
direction of more stringent criteria in the selection of undertakings in which 
recruitment or temporary employment agreements were concluded  ..  There 
were indications moreover, in all member states~ of a  better matching of types 
of training to job opportunities.  Progress was also achieved in regard to the 
(l) OJ No L  199,  30.7 .1975, p. 36 - 32  -
improvement of follow-up after training and the maintenance of regular 
contact with placement services.  Such progress obviously depends 
heavily on the efficiency and adaptability of placement services. 
Nearly one-fifth of the applications relating to vocational preparation and 
initial training were programmes involving a  minimum of 10, 000 young 
people;  one of these, in fact,  covered more than 100, 000. 
Only two of the 74 applications submitted in 1978 concerned specific 
actions on skilled training for young women under 25 for jobs in which women 
are traditionally under-represented.  These were from Belgium - National 
Employment Office (ONEM) - and Germany (Baden-Wurttemberg).  Six 
other applications were concerned essentially with training for traditionally 
f ..  'mi.dc occupations. 
J\n experimental programme carried out in several Italian regions for the 
truining of hospital personnel showed a  close link with new job opportunities. 
This was a  programme aided both under Article 4  (Young People) and 
Article 5 (Regions) on behalf of 26,000 persons to urgently fill vacant 
posts in hospitals.  It consisted of vocational preparation and professional 
training programmes in para-medical occupations such as qualified or 
specialised nurses, radiologists, laboratory and rehabilitation technicians. 
' 
The link between training and job opportunities in various applications 
concerning on-the-job training was the subject of an enquiry carried out 
by experts engaged by the Commission.  This exercise had not been completed 
by the end of the year. 
Guidelines used for the selection of applications 
As in 1977,  Fund intervention was concentrated on types of operations de-
signed to facilitate the link between school and  work and to supplement the 
present vocational training system.  The relevant Council Decision accords 
priurity to young persons who are first-job seekers and who are either 
unqualified or inadequately qualified. - 33-
The Commission accorded special attention in its selection criteria to 
- applications assisting the employment of young women in jobs from 
which they are traditionally excluded; and 
- applications linked to employment in small or medium-sized undertakings. 
First priority was accorded to vocational preparation for school1eavers. 
It was limited to those who had no other opportunity of receiving vocational 
trainjng in the normal way. 
By vocational preparation is meant, in this context, activities to improve 
the transition from school to work by providing young persons with the 
minimum basic knowledge and skills to enter the world of work or to undergo 
furth~r vocational training; for this purpose vocational preparation also 
in..-::1 uded vocational guidance,  initiation for working life, basic training for 
a  specific category of jobs and practical work experience.  The form and 
content of such vocational preparation had to be adapted to the needs of the 
young persons concerned and to the labour market.  The existence of active 
and  r~gular cooperation with the employrrent services or potential employers 
had to be established. 
Second priority was given to applications concerning specialised vocational 
training operations aimed at supplementing or1 adapting existing types of 
trainjng available to the young with a  view to meeting current or future 
demand for skilled labour. 
The content and quality of the on-the-job training programmes were required 
to be followed up (e.g. by experts from public bodies or by bodies set up 
under the aegis of the social partners). 
No priority was given to other applications, for example 
- l~outine  training programmes for the young 
- measures to recruit and train young persons in substitution for adults 
- measures with insufficient job prospects (e.g. long-term training 
providing only temporary solutions for the young unemployed). 
As the disproportion of the budget to applications greatly increased in 1978 
compared to 1977,  with the result that eligible applications exceed the budget 
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by 53'/o,  it became clear that the application of the 1978 Guidelines would 
have resulted in a  massive weighted reduction in first priority applications. 
To a void this,  and to ensure that the most deserving of second priority 
applications could be approve::l,  the Commission decided in accordance with 
section V,  paragraph 1  of the Guidelines (1),  to anticipate the Guidelines 
of the following year by establishing a  list of priority regions for the pur-
pose of youth aid. 
Selection on this basis enabled all the first priority applications to be 
approved, namely, operations  relating to vocational preparation, initial 
training or skilled training in regions without the economic means necessary 
to adapt training capacity to the specific requirements of the young.  Further-
more, it became possible to contribute in part to the financing of vocational 
qualification operations,  employment training contracts and on-the-job 
traiDing schemes classified as second priority. 
Commitments totalling 12 meua had been approved in the 1978 budget at the 
end of 197 7;  of the remaining 168 meua, 139 million related to programmes 
classified as first priority.  As, however, the total volume of claims 
dassifi,~d as second priority exceeded the amount remaining in the budget, 
the g.:1p  had to be bridged by application of the weighted reduction. 
Bt..'ncficiaries 
It is estimated that about 300,000 young persons benefitted from programmes 
approved in 1978. 
(l) OJ No C 116 of 19.5.1978, p. 10 - 35-
WOMEN 
Volume of applications and budgetary allocation 
Seventeen applications totalling 10.7 meua were received in 1978, the first 
year of operation of the new field of intervention for women provided for by 
Council Decision 77 /804/EEC decided in the context of the review of the 
Fund (1).  The budgetary allocation was 8  meua. 
General characteristics of applications 
The conditions of eligibility set out in . the Council Decision require, in 
addition to the training content of the programme, an initial phase consisting 
of preparation for working life or motivating new job choices and, in addition, 
measures  facilitating entry into occupations offering job prospects.  Pro-
grammes fulfilling these requirements amounted to approximately 8  meua 
coinciding with the budgetary allocation.  The training content of the pro-
grnrnrncs included, in addition to measures leading directly to employment, 
course~ enabling women to build up,  where necessary, the confidence and 
skill to follow regular training courses, many of which were aimed at jobs 
in which women have been traditionally under-represented.  It is estimated 
that nearly  70% of the total volume of eligible applications concerned, at least 
partially, this kind of new job choice for women;  6%  were exclusively of this 
nature. 
Two categories of women are provided for in the Council Decision - the 
recently unemployed as well  as those women who wish to return to work after 
a  long absence due, usually, to family commitments. 
Th~ breakdown of applications as between these two categorie.s in 1978 was· 
approximately 70% for the latter category, with the remaining 3~  being 
concerned with the relatively recently unemployed.  Some of the progranunes 
were open to both categories. 
(l) OJ No L  337 of 27.12.1977, p. 14  ...  I ... - 36  -
While applications came from all the member states, except Luxembourg, 
the vast majority (87%  of total eligible applications financially) were French 
(62%) and Italian (25%).  Most of the programmes were conducted by public 
authorities but the contribution of private bodies - as in other fields of 
intervention - was important in quality and imagination u  considerably 
smaller in size. 
Guidelines for selection of applications 
In accordance with previous practice, in the beginning of a  new field of 
intcrvcntion,formal criteria were not pr~scribed for the selection of 
applications.  The Commission had, however, indicated a  preference for 
programmes leading to a  wider job choice for women and expressed the 
view that a  basic purpose of this field of intervention was to promote 
equality of opportunity for women on the labour market.  Women had ,  of 
course,  always been eligible for inclusion in programmes aided by the 
Fund on the same terms as men.  The purpose of the new field of inter-
vention could not be met, therefore, by extracting the female content of 
progranuncs eligible under other fields  and  submitting this under the new 
heading.  The new provision, in the Commission's view, called for pro-
grammes designed to alleviate the special problems encountered by women 
in finding employment. 
Qu..: s lions of selection remained theoretical in 1978 because, as stated  . 
above,  the volume of eligible applications more or less matched the 
budget. 
Beneficiaries 
Applications approved in fact amounted to 7. 7 meua and are estimated to 
benefit approximately 12,000 women.  It will be appreciated, of course, 
that this is not the total figure for women aided by the Social Fund, 
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women of course being eligible on an equal basis with men for the other 
fields of intervention.  It would be interesting to compare the number of 
female beneficiaries from the Social Fund as a  whole with the relative 
female employment rate in the Corrununity i.e. 37%  of the total work force. 
This information is not at present available but should be discernible 
from the annual reports requested from member states, referred to in  the 
foreword. 
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REGIONS 
Volume of applications and budgetary allocation 
The volume of applications for Fund assistance under Article 5  (Regions) 
of Council Decision 71/66/EEC (l) showed a  marked increase in 1978 
reaching 446 meua as compared to the equivalent of 254 meua in the previous 
year.  The increase was accounted for mainly by a  rise in the volume of 
Italian applications which amounted to 152 meua, or approximately one-
third of the total.  U.K. applications remained at the same level, roughly, 
as in the previous year while those from the other member states showed 
a  modest progression. 
The 1978 aggregate provision for the fields of regions, technical progress 
and groups of firms combined for budgetary purposes,  was 281 meua (2) 
compared with the equivalent of 253 meua in 1977.  Selection problems 
were, therefore,  rendered more severe in 1978 than in the previous year. · 
C cncral characteristics of applications 
The cooperation between the Commission and authorities in the member 
states responsible for regional development noted in previous reports 
progressed further in 1978 and resulted in ~n increasing number of pro-
grammes on the lines of the characteristics set out in the guidelines for. 
the management of theFund and more ·closely tailored to the specific needs 
of workers in the regions.  Once again the promotional role of the Fund 
was evidenced by the increasing number of programmes approved which 
coulJ not have been carried out without Fund aid.  The Commission's 
approach continued to be one of maintaining support for national training 
progranunes while paying special attention to the need to stimulate and 
encourage new initiatives at local and regional level. 
(l) OJ No L  249 of 10.11.1971, p. 54 :OJ No L  337 of 27 .12.l97T,p. l 
(2) Of this,  262 meua were alloted to the regions with the balance 19 meua 
going to Technical Progress and Groups of Firms. 
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The greatest volume of applications came from the national training auth-
orities; these programmes, usually polyvalent in character and geared 
towards job-seekers, are continuous operations and are submitted for 
Social Fund aid annually.  There has, however, been a  further growth in 
programmes submitted by regional authorities, which are geared to the 
social and economic development of regions.  They are frequently linked 
with the creation, expansion or, in some cases, survival of small and 
medium-sized firms with training needs arising from industrial reconver-
sion or development.  Management training, so important for the successful 
industrial development and indeed the safeguarding of employment in 
difficult times,  is often included in these programmes.  These programmes 
were geared, in some member states, towards  maintaining people in employ-
ment in their own regions, particularly in food-processing, tourism and 
craft industries. 
This was the context in which a  grant was made available, for example,  to 
1.he  regional authorities of Rhone-Alpes and the University of Lyon for a 
thcc~'-ycar training programme covering 5,000 persons linked to the 
J..-v._,!opment  of the Ardeche region.  This programme, incidentally,  followed 
a  study aided under Article 7  of Council Regulation (EEC) No 2396/71 (l),to 
csto  blish the most effective types of training required. 
To quote another example,  the Scottish Development Agency received a 
grant to assist the training needs of small craft firms in rural zones. 
In the context of industrial reconversion or development,  mention might be 
made of the programmes approved for the glass sector which .concerned five 
firms in three member states.  Similar programmes concerned the electric 
domestic appliances, motor cars and chemical sectors. 
The new aid for the promotion of employment (2),  commonly known as aidE, 
became available during 1978.  Applications remained at a  modest level of 
about 3  meua in this first year of operation  but there were indications of 
a  growing interest in this added function of the Fund in employment promotion 
which seemed likely to lead to an increase in subsequent years. 
Cl)  (.)]No L  249 ofl0.11.1971, p. 54: OJ No L  337 of 27.12.1977, p. 1 
(2) 0] No L  337 of 27.12.1977,  p. 10  ••• / •.• - 40-
Guidelines for the selection of apptkations 
With one exception, mentioned below,  the selection criteria for 1977 were 
extended to 1978. 
Programmes carried out in the regions eligible for aid from the European 
Regional Development Fund (ERDF) were accorded priority where they 
fulfilled the following conditions : 
- the training,  where it concerned the unemployed, contained reasonable 
job prospects of a  type consistent with the broad lines of Community 
policies; 
- in 1 he case of programmes for the underemployed the degree of such 
under-employment had to be clearly established; 
LL'uining programmes for higher skills were required to demonstrate that 
tlh~  t ruining led to a  significant improvement in job level and pay; 
- in  1Lc case of programmes for persons threatened with unemployment, this 
u.spccl was evaluated in accordance with np.tional legislation and practice, 
in effect anticipating the criteria in the Guidelines included for the fol-
lowing year. 
i\pplications relating to the five regions of absolute priority- Greenland, 
the  F;.:cnch Overseas Department,  Ireland, Northern Ireland and the Mezzo-
giocno were accorded first priority.  Similar programmes in the remainder 
of lhc ERDF territory were accorded second priority.  The only difference 
in the criteria applied to the programme content between these two levels 
was  Lhat in the case of middle-management training in the five regions of 
absolute priority a  duration of 100 hours was regarded as fulfilling the 
conci1ions regarding training for higher skills referred to above. 
As regards aids for promoting better conditions of employment, these were 
pluc'-~d in first priority where they concerned the five regions of absolute 
priori  i.y. 
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The total amount of applications approved in first priority was 163 meua  , 
leaving a  balance of 101 meua to finance a  total of 262 meua,  representing 
programmes meeting the criteria for second priority.  This gap was 
bridged through the operation of the weighted reduction method described 
in page 11.  The result was that 61%  of the amount classified as second 
priority could not be financed. 
Beneficiaries 
It is estimated that about 349,000 persons benefitted from regional 
programmes approved in 1978,  of whom 235,000 approximately  were 
located in the five priority regions. 
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TECHNICAL PROGRESS AND GROUPS OF FIRMS 
Technical Progress 
Volume of applications and budgetary allocation 
The volume of applications for assistance to technical progress and groups 
of firms under Council Regulation (EEC) No 2396/71 (1)  has been increasing 
steadily for several years, reaching 18. 61  meua in 1978.  The bulk of these 
applications, representing 18  meua however,  concerned technical progress. 
It should also be noted that certain operations carried out under the heading 
of regions are also concerned with adapting the labour force to technical 
progress. 
The arr..ount allocated to the single budgetary provision covering the inter-
vention fields of regions, technical progress and groups of firms in 1978 
was 281  meua.  Of this, 19  meua was  allocate~ to technical progress and 
groups of firms. 
General characteristics of applications 
Two-thirds of the applications concerned training operations involving the 
staff of 28  firms in the typography sector, representing 7cYio  of the labour 
force  in the Italian newspaper industry.  In !type and scope, the operation 
resembled those aided in previous years in the United Kingdom and the 
N  ~.:the rl  ands, 
Of the remaining applications,  several were designed to contribute to the 
mod..:-rnisation of small and medium-sized firms by training management 
staff and assistants in industrial management including technological inno-
vation,  management and import techniques. 
Others consisted of training of personnel for new technology in various 
secto1·s  - chemical, metal,  iron and steel, building and mariculture. 
Induded also were programmes for new techniques in sectors with reducing 
job numbers (e.g. public transport,  graphics, leather). 
One project concerned training for the staff involved in the setting up of a 
new underground transportation system in Rome. 
(l) OJ Ko L  249 of 10.11.1971,  p. 54: OJ No L  337 of 27.12.1977,  p. 1  ...  I ... - 43-
Some applications were for highly skilled training in innovatory branches 
with a  shortage of labour, such as data-processing, numerical control and 
inspections, geophysical research, deep-sea diving etc. 
Guidelines used for the selection of applications 
As in 1977,  priority was given to operations carried out in sectors with 
reducing manpower requirements in small and medium-sized firms or 
resulting from technological change. 
The concept of technical progress is. interpreted in relation to geographical 
location and the size of firms.  Previous practice in the field of intervention 
was to  ~xclude aid to individual firms in the interests of avoiding unfair 
competition.  The guidelines for the period 1979  - 1981  (1),  however, accord 
thir-d-level priority for aid to individual firms provided that the projects 
relate to the first application in the member state of a  new technology 
cn po bl c  of being of benefit to an entire sector.  This provision was 
anticipated in the selection of applications for 1978 and three programmes 
submitted by individual firms were approved under this heading. 
The volume of applications approved in 1978 under the heading of technical 
progress totalled approximately 18 meua. 
It is estimated that the applications approved under the heading of·technical 
progress will benefit about 9, 350 persons. 
(l)OJNoLll6ofl9.5.1978, p. 8, paraSa  ...  I ... - 44-
Groups of firms 
The fact that in 1978,  only two applications for assistance were presented 
under the heading of groups of firms for a  total of 784,000 eua confirmed 
the lack of development in this field noted in previous years. 
The applications concerned operations made necessary by long-term 
major structural changes.  They involved reconversion in the glass 
sector and measures to enable small traders to retrain for office work. 
The amount approved totalled 784,000 eua and involved 500 persons • 
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THE  HANDICAPPED 
Volume of applications and budgetary allocation 
During the year 1978, interventions aiding the integration of the handicapped 
into working life were, for the first time, grouped together under Article 5 
of Council Decision 71/66/EEC having previously been provided for partly 
in Article 4 as well as in Article 5.  The new arrangement results from one 
of the decisions taken by the Council on 20 December 1977 in the context of 
the review of the Fund. 
The volume of applications continued at a  high level and,as in the previous 
yearl exceeded the budgetary allocation of 49 meua two-and-a-half times. 
General characteristics of applications 
The biggest applications came, as in previous years, from the public auth-
orities in the member states responsible for·the integration of the handicapped 
into employment.  Included in these applications ox:  submitted separately were 
a  smaller volume,  in financial terms, of programmes by private, usually 
voluntary organisations which,  despite their restri.ctions in size, again 
impressed with their imaginative and valuable contribution.  The Commission 
welcomes the activities of these private organisations and is glad to be able 
to u.ssist them since clearly many programmes of this kind would be severely 
cu rtctilcd if not eliminated altogether without support from the Fund. 
The majority of the applications, as in previous years, were concerned with 
the regular programmes for the integration or reintegration of the handicapped 
into employment;  they accounted,  in financial terms, for three-quarters of the 
total volume of applications and were  submitt~d from all member states  • 
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In addition to the training and readaptation of the handicapped as such 
they usually covered other related actions such as guidance and place-
ment.  The training and advanced training of personnel were frequently 
included. 
Only one new project was submitted in the category of demonstration 
actions designed to experiment and validate new methods and techniques 
in the rehabilitation of the handicapped.  Th~ remaining programmes sub-
mitted in this field consisted of the continuation of actions approved in 
previous years. 
Guidelines used in the selection of applications 
The guidelines drawn up for the selection of applications in 1978 varied 
considerably from those of the previous year as a  result of the change 
in the basic decision in the  Regulations. 
Fic.sl priority was accorded to : 
(c.)  J>COgrammcs for the integration or reintegration of handicapped persons 
into  open employment carried out in the zones in which such activities 
.J.t·c  least developed,  and 
(b) n,'w dempnstration actions within the limit of one per type per member 
state. 
It proved a  very difficult task, in the absence of readily available 
statistics, to establish the zones in the Community in which facilities for 
the rehabilitation of t..'le  handicapped are the least developed. 
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But the member states made a  considerable effort and provided the 
Comro'ission with a  workable basis on which to identify these zones. 
In practice,. it prov:ed impossible to apply the guidelines fully because 
of 'the need to observe the provisions of Article 9(2) of Council Decision 
71/66/EEC (l).  This Article ·requires th~t at least 50%  of the Fund's 
resources be allocated to actions carried out in the ERDF regions under· 
Article 5 of the same decision.  The structure of the budget for the year 
1978 combined with the fact that the  zone~ provided for in the guidelines 
for first priority did not always coincide with the ERDF regions made it 
necessary to introduce a  further regional bias into the selection of first 
priority applications.  This was done after consultation with the Social 
Fund.  Committee,  by treating courses in residential centres located 
outside the ERDF regions, as first-priority in proportion to the number 
of trainees normally resident in the ERDF regions and intending to return 
there .:1fter treatment. 
lt is obviously unsatisfactory that the operation of the guidelines should 
be hindered through the application of Article 9(2)  and cohsideration was 
therefore being given,  following this experience, of avoiding a  recurrence 
of this situation. 
\ 
1' c  ...  >gcammcs approved in first priority absorbed almost the entire budget. 
T h.:  balance remaining for the financing of demonstration actions falling 
ou.tsidc first priority was so small (400,000 eua) compared to the volume 
of demand (9. 2  meua) that the application of the weighted reduction would 
have made no sense; the balance was, accordingly, transferred to 
Chapter 51  (Regions). 
(l) OJ No L  28 of 4.2.1971, p. 15  OJ No L  337 of 27.12.1977, p.  8  . . . I  .. ... Bencficiaric  s 
Applications approved in 1978 are estimated to contribute to the reinte-
gration of some 72,000 handicapped persons into working lifeo - 49-
V.  PILOT EXPERIMENTS AND PREPARATORY STUDIES 
Interest continued at a  high level in the field of pilot experiments and 
preparatory studies with approximately 130 proposals submitted leading 
to the financing of 24 new projects and the approval of new phases in the 
case of three others assisted in previous years (see list in Annex XII). 
A  small part of the budget of 1.5 meua was devoted to three studies 
initiated by the Commission  (details in Annex XI}.  The purpose of this 
field, it will be recalled, is to guide the Commission and the Council in 
their choice of new areas of intervention for the Fund and to help member 
states and promoters to make the most effective use of existing provisions. 
The Commission organised a  seminar in October 1978 to compare the results 
of four completed projects connected with local community development. 
The conclusions of the seminar were circulated to members of the  Social 
Fund Committee and interested organisations and individuals in the member 
states.  While it was felt that some further time must elapse before their 
full  v-J.lue  can be appreciated,  the four projects were considered by the 
semin<lr to have proved worthwhile in themselves  and to have produced 
v<:lluablc results.  A  suggestion made,  which has now been put into 
op..::r-ation,  is that in addition to circulating summary reports of completed 
\ 
projects, the Commission's services might undertake a  similar diffusion 
at the moment of approval of the projects. 
The remaining main developments during 1978 in pilot projects may be sum-
marised as follows 
Women's employment 
Six of the newly approved projects were concerned with devising means in 
diff...:-rcnt regions and sectors of overcoming the obstacles to the entry of 
women into jobs from which they have been traditionally excluded.  Several 
of these arc regarded as preliminary to the formulation of the most effective 
possible programmes for future aid under the new intervention for women 
in ,\rticlc 4.  It may be observed that three of the women's programmes 
approved during 1978 under Article 4 followed directly courses which had 
been financed as pilot projects. 
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Youth 
A  new scheme was approved for La Souche - Monthlery (France) involving 
participation of Government (Ministry of National Education), employers 
and trade unions for the training of school leavers as draughtsmen in the 
petro-chemical industry, employing group self-learning. 
Three completed projects dealt with the integration into employment of 
young people with social adjustment problems.  One of these (St. Kieran's, 
Bray,  Ireland) which concerned itinerant children has since led to a  larger 
scale application under Article 4 (young persons). 
The number of pilot projects on various aspects of youth unemployment 
suggests tlli'"lt a  comparative study might be useful and preliminary arrange-
ments are in hand to this end, 
Hand icu  £ped 
The pilot scheme promoted by De Hoogstraat Rehabilitation Centre in the 
N c lhcrlands for trai.ning severely physically handicapped person:. Cwho  have 
·lost the usc of their arms and handi) in the use of typewriters operated by 
1i.~ht impulses has been completed.  The wider applicability o.f  the results 
of the c:xp.:-ri.mcnt are now being tested at five rehabilitation centreo:> in the 
N ,:thcrlands. 
Five new pilot projects 'Nere approved in 1978.  Of particular interest was 
,.)11(~  prorrrotcd by the Optraeningsin.stituttet ved Rigshopitalet in Denmark, 
which aims to identify the weaknesses of existing rehabilitation traini.ng 
sc:lh'mcs .from the sta.ndpoin1: of subsequent job placement and to devise 
mc<:Lns  of improving 1h.e  situation. 
Two pllot schemes and one study concerned with small busj.ness development 
w "rc approved.  The Irish Management Institute and the Development Boar.d 
for Rural Wales have begun pilot schemes to train personnel in the develop-
mcnL of small firms and enterprises while in France a  study has commenced 
o;1  thL'  setting up of an "enterprise school for training entreprenneurs"  • 
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Martinique 
For the first time
1an application for a· pilot project was received and 
approved for Martinique; it concerns the retraining of dockers for the 
employment changes consequent on the introduction of containers. 
Training of placement service's trainee officials 
A  pilot experiment was approved for the training of placement service 
trainee officials in Italy who had followed a  familiarisation course in the 
organisation and methods of placement services in four other member 
states. 
Using this experience as a  basis, the new method envisaged by the 
ltuh.:Jn Government for general use in Italy was tested in a  central 
region of Italy.  The objective was to aid efforts by the Italian Government 
to improve the placement services for trainees  1  thus improving the effect-
iveness of Social Fund aid.  This project is to be completed in 1979 . 
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VI.  REGIONAL  IMPACT  OF  THE  FUND 
In 1978, the Social Fund continued to be used as an instrument to  rectify 
structural deficits,  particularly in the less developed regions of the 
Community.  In 1977,  the Commission outlined in their communication to 
the Council that this would be achieved by endeavouring to accentuate the 
regional aspects of operations financed under Article 4 while maintaining 
regional actions within the framework of Article 5.  It also stated that the 
Commission would verify the regional impact of interventions of the fund 
each year in the Annual Report on the activities of the fund. 
As can be seen from the table below.  the total regional impact for 1978 is 
estimated at almost 80"/o  of the fund.  This compares with 76%  in the pre-
cc~ding year.  In the five absolute priority regions,  a  commitment of about 
37 .l.)~;  of the Fund's resources was made as compared to 25%  in 1977. 
;\ Lc-::tor in the increase of commitments in the five absolute priority 
rc_si~..'ms was the decision to increase the rate of intervention in these 
r0gi..:>11s  by 10"/o  effective from l  January 1978 (l).  The amount agreed at the 
incr0ased rate was 213.8 meua. 
Th~· increased aid for these regions is due also to the greater concentration 
oa them reflected in the guidelines and is a\ response to one of the most 
serious employment problems facing the Community. 
This year's report shows in Annex X for the first time the breakdown of 
aid for each of the five regions of absolute priority. 
(l) Council Regulation (EEC) No 2895/77 Greenland, French Overseas 
Dcpa rtments,  Ireland, N orthe  m  Ireland and Mezzogiorno. 
0 J No C 337 of 27 .12.1977, p. 7 .  . 
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Summary statement of breakdown of interventions approved in 1978 
ln  te rvcntion. 
Sector 
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Pc rsons leaving 
.,  .  ,  '- I 
'lgncu1Lure 
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in the T cxtilc and] 
Clothing Industry 








Groups of Firms 
0. 8  ( 7 .9) 
0.8 (  3o6) 
0.3 (  1.6) 
36.6 (20. 4) 
0. 3 (  3. 9) 
162.7 (61.7) 
2.9 (16.2) 
TOTAL  213.8 (37.6) 
5.4 (52. 9) 
8" 7 (38' 8) 
0.2 (  1.1) 
101.9 (57 .0) 
1.  4  (18 .2) 
' 
16.6 (34.5) 
101.0 (38. 3) 
0. 9  (  5. 0) 
0.1 (12.5); 
236. 2 (41. 6) 
(figures in brackets are percentages of total) 
1 
4.0 (39.2)  10.2 
12.9 (57. 6)  22.4 
18.0 (97. 3)  18.5 
40.4 (22. 6)  178.9 
6. 0 (77. 9)  7.7 
22e 1 (45 • 9)  48.1 
- 263.7 
14.1(78.8)  17.9 
0. 7  C87 .5)  0.8 
118.2 (20.8)  568.2 -54-
VII.  COMMITTEE  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  SOCIAL  FUND 
The Commission, as in previous years, was aided in its task of management 
of the Fund by a  close and fruitful cooperation with the Social Fund Committee, 
an advisory body set up of representatives of governments, trade unions and 
employers. 
Five plenary sessions were held during the year.  Two of these were con-
cerned with applications for assistance from the Fund and were immediately 
preceded by a  meeting of the Working Party on examination of applications,  a 
procedure which enabled the Committee  to deal rapidly with a  large volume of 
applications. 
During 1978, the Committee gave its opinion on 
- two series of applications for aid from the  Fund; 
- draft guidelines established by the Commission on the management of the 
European Social Fund during 1979 - 1981,  and transitional guidelines for 
1978; 
- the method of weighted reduction to be applied to applications to the ES  F 
in 1978; 
- the list of priority regions as regards youth unemployment; 
- administrative and financial procedures for the operation of the ES F; 
- applications for assistance and claims for payments from the ES F; 
- the draft budget for 1979. ANNEXES 
I ANNEX  I/1 
.G!J'2.r_~~-o~?:::ic  _  _':~:.':!:..i.ables  :  1273  - 1978 
1973  of  1974  %  1975  %  %  1977  %  1978 
i 
1976  ;-·  I 
i 
101,480l p  1  I  Civilian  employement  102,502  (  + 0.?  ;  102,679  (  -1.3  )  101,387  (  -0.2.)  101,152  (  +0.3  )  101,43'1  (+0,04  ) 
II  Unemployr:1ent  2,596  (+18.3  )  3,070  (+50.3  )  4,614  (+13.6  )  5,242  ,  +9, 4  , 1  5,734  ( +4. 1  )  5,  96~ p  1 
III  Civilian  rJorking  population  '105,098  C+  O.c  )  105,749  C&  0.2  )  106,001  (+  0.4  )  106,394  (  +0.7)  107,173  (+  0.3  )  101,449 P  I 
I 
IV  Inactive  and  others  *  151,537  (+  0.3  )  152,040  (+  0.2  )  152,398  (+0.01  >: 152,381  (- 0.2.  >\152,063  (+  0.1  ) 1152,201 p 
v  Total  population  256,635  (+  0.5. )  257,789  (+  0.2  )  258,399  (+  0.2  )  258,775  (  +0.2  )  259,236  (+  0.2  )  259 ,65~ p 
VI  Gross  domestic  product  100.0  (+  1.7  )  101.7  (+  1. 7  )  100.0  (+  4.9  )  104.9  (+  2.3  )  107.3  ( + 2. 7.  )  110.2 
VII  Industrial  production  100.0  (+  0.5  )  100.5  (- 6.6  )  93.8  (+  7.4  )  100.7  (+  1.7  )  102.4  (+  2.3  )  104.8 
VIII  Unemployment  rate  2. 5%  2.9%  4.3%  4.9%  5.3%  5.6% p 
IX 
Notes 
(II  +  III)  , 
Activity  rate  41.0%  41.0%  41.0%  (III  +  V)  41.1%  41.3% 
i. The  figures in I-V are in thousands 
ii.  The  figures  in parentheses  are  the  percentage  increase  (+)  or  decrease  (-)between  the  two  years. 
iii.* = including  housewives  and  the  armed  forces. 
41.4%  p 
iv.  p =  provisional 
v.  The  source  of the figures in .AnJtex  I,l-3 is national data standardised for  Community  use  as published in  Eu!'os~t­
Social Statistics "Employment  and Unemployment"  {yearly publication)  and in "Statistical Telegrrun .,..  Unemploymelllt" 
{monthly) •. 
' ANNEX  I/2 




















European  Community  5-969.000 
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ANNEX  I/3 
I 
Number  of  young 
people  (.:: 25) 
unemployed. 
- Y9~T1'Ii.__YI·:EJ'P0J:.!.:E~;'J-:_:_'l 9]2· 
II  .  III  .  IV 
Proportion  of  young  :  Proportion of  young  :Degree  of  over-
people  (,25)  among  .  people  (<25)  in  the  .representation of 
the  unemployed.  ·  active  population.  ·young people  in 


























































12.4 Y.TI"Y~:!:!£~::;_.o_;~.}~~~BO?R1J.:ri01B_l_'?L~l:~:I'n7:r  JJmEX  II/l 
rrj  PJA 
-··-·-·-·-··-------·1  ...  !~_;-,~~~~-~;'~-·J;~·:~~.~~~~:·j,~-b~~!~:~--~J=-~=- Utili.~~---::~·;78-_-=~-] 
' l.pp:>:>(•j."> c. ( 1)  ·I;  '· ,. -·  ...  "  I  r Co:.::~·i  1  r:·~·nt s  Apprc•p ,; •  ~ 




01 ,_,,  I  T tal  1  ente:n~d  Percer.ta:;e  av<:.jlr-1!1 0  r:< 
the  1978  f~om ~;~; 
0  I  into in  used  31.12.1978  j 
1----------------'IBudee~- 2)  ____  1978  (3)  l 
,  i  z  I  3  ·  . ]  4  s  6  __ II 
500- Agriculture~ a:nd  textile  I  32,50  I  0,04  I  32,54  II  31,97  98,2  0,57 
sectorG 
501  - Yom1g  people 
502  - Hand.icapped persons 
503  - lhgrants 
505  -Women 
50 
510  - Regions,  economic  sectors 
or groups  of companies 







0,43  179,43 
- - - 18,50  - 8 
0,47  238,47 
1,13  282,53  I 
48,60 
179,30  99,9  0,13 
- - -
18,50  100  -
7,69  96,1  0,31 
237,46  99,6 







48,14  99 
1)1  330  1,13  - n  <;n  _J.  331,~1  330,63  I  99,9  I  -,--
52  ~ Pilot schemes  and preparatory 
studies 




0,0$  1,56 
1,66  571,16 
2  Including the appropriations coming  from  sums  released in 1978  against  \
1~ Including transfers. 
3  (Article 6(2)(a)  of the Financial  Regulation of 21  December  1977). 
These  appropriations are  still available for  the  fi~an.<;;i,E~J  ye~  1919· 
0,92  61,4  0,63  ll 
569,01  99,6  2,15 
commitments. U't'IL_l~l_OE._Qf  'I'!!!~.:~~'.!:l0J~i~~,]~T.Q~::  __ ~·~~X·T2:~ 
------- ~-·~  _., __ ·-----·----
I  Appropriationa  for payment 
available in 1978 
Pa,ymerits  made  in 1978 
t---- -
Carcyovers  Approps,  for  Total  Out  of  Out  of 
Budget  from  1977  197~  carryovers  approps. 
nol!lenclaturo  from 1977  for 1978 
-- f-·----- ------
1  2  .  3  4  5 
500  - lQricul !ural  1,23  61  62,23  1,Z3  20,74 
and  tutlh uctora 
501  - h••~ peoph  5,98  118  123,98  . 5,98  68,90 
502  - ltandlc•pped  peraona  2,47  19  21,47  2,47  17,89 
503  - "iQr.nh  0,53  25  25,53  O,S3  10,66 
50S  - Weau  - 2,50  . 2,50  - . -
~--
50  22.5,50  235,71  10,21  118,19  10,21 
510  - ~•Qions, econoalc  31,41  275  306,41  31,41  99,37 
udors or  oroupa 
of  to.\panln 
511  - tllndluppad  persona  3,77  37  40,77  3,77  21,35 
.. 
51  35,18  312  347,18  35,18  120,72 




TOTAL  50-52  45,50  538,80  584,30  45,50  I  ~39,27  ---
•Including transfers, 
••;hese appropriations will ~  carried over automatically to the financial year 1979 
\Article 6(2)(b)  of the Financial  Regulation of 21  December 1977). 
Total 
6 















Approprintion"  not uccd by 
31  Decemher  1978 
Out  of  Out  of 
ci!rryovcrs  appl'(  ". 
frol!l 1977  for 'Tt8n 
7  H  .  - 40,26 
- 49,10.  - 1,11  - 14,34  - 2,5 




I  - 191,28 
- 0,93 
i  - 299,53 ANNEX  II/J 
.t!QQ~'i  _l_l':_·i ..  E~n_IJ_:"!.J":>.  .  .c~-;_:;_)'•:':-.~·'!:·.:2._.~"! 
1:1  E1.1A 
------------~-------·--;, 
co~:.:r·t,::~;-r~l  Iti-1·~AINII:v  rro  IB 
COMmTHENTS  PAY:.::ENT$  )[ADE  Ill 1978  I SBT'rL1:.1)  UP  AT  31  DECDffiF.R  1978" 
fudget  Outetnndi:ng  Entered  intG  OUt  of  Out  of  OUt  of  Out  of 
at  Total  coO".mi tmenta  corruni tmenta  Total  co[!)!lli toente  corc.'lli tmente  Total  nornonclatur&  1.1.1978  in 1978*<'  in Col.  1  in Col.  2  in Col,  1  in Col.  2 
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  II  9  I 
500  •  A~rlculturo tnd  120,41  31,97  152,38  18,57  3,40  21,97  100,64  2!1,57  129,21  I 
hdilo setlora 
I 
501  - Yoono  people 
·-
3iiS~oa··  t.-1,81,.  13,03  74,!1ts  141,03  166,27  307,29 
I 
206,58'  179,30  - 1 
502  - Hand1 upped  porscna  29,97  - 29,97  20,36  - 20,36  9,40  - 9,40 
I 
503  - Mlor•nh  69,35  1d,50  87,85  9,66  1,54  11,19  60,03  16,96  '76,99 
505  - ll~nn  - 7,69  7,69  - - - - 7,69  7,69  ' 
50  426,31  237,46  663,77  110,43  17,97  .  12d,40  311,10  219,49  530,59 -~ 
510  - Roohns,  ~eoncah  477,79  282,49  760,28  124,96  5,111  130,78  341,98  276,68  618,66  I 
sat!ors er  oroupl 
ef  t~>~puln  .  . 
- - 511  - llandi(lpped  perscns  48,51  . 48,14  96,65  20,96  4,17 .  _25 112  26,76  43,v7  70,72 
- 51  526,29  330,63  856,92  145,92  9,98  155,90  I  368~73  320  65  689,38 
i  .... 
52  - P11 ot  achil!as  and  o,77 
pre~ua!ory ahdln 
0,92  1,69  0,20  0,28  0,48  0,53  0,64  1,18 
I 
I 
rom  5(}.52  - 953~37  569,01  1.522138  256,55  28,23  2d4,77  680  36  540  78  1.221,14  -
*Updated EUA  rates. 









UNHED.  KINGDOM 
TOTAL 
A~ounts  requested  and  amounts  refused  during  1978 
Breakdown  by  member  states 
AJ.fif.::;X  I I I 
in m.e.u.a. 
A~10UNTS  Amounts  refused 
AMOUNTS 
REQUESTED  AGREED  shortfall  in  credits  non  non  TOTAL 
acceptable  eligible  non  l1near · 
nrioritv  I reducJ.ion 
23.47  11.08  --- --- 6.26  6.13  12.39 
36.28  14.24  --- --- 14.43  7.61  22.04 
240.52  57.26  --- --- 109.85  73.41  183.26 
.  170.42  86.20  0.06  2.99  37.06  44.:11  84.22 
45.94  . 44.41  --- G.10  1.  43  --- 1.53 
275.66  233.10  0.35  --- 31.01  11~20  42.56 
0.23  0.23  --- --- --- '  --- ---
39.47  0.81  --- --- 21.29  8.37  29.66 
263.45  111.75  --- 0.33  95.30  56.07  151.70 
1.095.  44  568.08  0.41  3.42  316  .• 63  206.90  527.36 
- ------- - ·--ANNEXF  IV 
AMOUNTS  AGREED  FOR  1978 
BREAKDOWN  BY  MEMBER  ~TATES AND  SECTORS 
Unit  :  m,e.u.a. 
Belgium  Denmark  Germany  France  Ireland  Italy  Luxem;._  Nether- United 
bourg  lands  Kingdom  TOTAL 
Item  meua  )!  meua  1 
X  meua  X  meua  X  meua  X  meua  X  meua  X  meua  X  meua I X  meua  ?. 
5000  Agriculture  0,37  3,6  - - 3,09  29,8  5,71  5,1  0,59  5,7  0,21  ,2,0  - - 0,39  3,8 
z:~'~'~:o 
10,36  100 
_5QO!  Ie~til~s- ___  1.,;9}  _8.,;2_  - - _4..:72  2~,9  1.L3!!  6,L2_  Q,Q6_  Q,~ _4 ... 7!!  21,2  - 1- =  - 1,Z4_
1
2,l  Z1..,61  1l)O,_  _ 
___ Io!al _____  2.L3Q  _7  .,;2_  - - _7.._8!!  2!!,2  0..:01  ~2.._1_  Q,§5_  ~,Q _4.._92  12,2  1,23_ 2,1  ;:11..,91  1QO_  ..  r- - - 1:;,25  3},2 
179r28  ~100  5010  Young  people  4,34  2,4  4,88  2,7  16,14  9,0 38·96  21,7 12,12  6,8 63,14  35,2  0;17  o,  1  1,81  1,0  37,72  21,1 
5020  Handicapped  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I -
5030  Migrant  workers  0,07  0,4  0,57  3,1  5,98  32,3  2,45  13,2  0,05  0,3  7,80  42,2  - - 0,83  4,5  0,75  4,0  12,50 jl()Q 
; 
_5Q5Q  ~o~eQ _____  O.LO!  _0.,;1_  Q,!!5_  2·2 _o.Loz  - Q,2  _4.L72  §2..:2  Q,Q1  Q,1  _2.._0.2  22,2  - Q,~O- 3,2  _!J,Q2  0,3  "1  "'Q  . 1  QO  -- - -"'  r  --
Total Chapter  5C  6,72  2,8  5,90  2,5  30,03  12,7  53,25  22,4  12,83  5,4  82,89  32,8  0,17  0,1  4,57  1,9  46,04  19,4  237,45  100 
5100  Region~  3,17  1,2  5,47  2,1  14,44  5,5  26,51  10,0 24,95  9,5  133,27  50,5  - - 1,67  0,6  54,39 20,6  263,87  100 
SHi2  Groupes  of  0,24  30,8  0,54  69,2  - - - - - - - - - - 0,78  100 
undertakings  ' 
5102  Technical  0,26  1,5  - ,.,.  - - .- 1,06  5,9  - - 15,24  85,4  - - 0,89  5,0  0,39  2,2  17,84  1 :J') 
___ ~rggre~s- ___  - - - - --- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- -- -- - - - --- -- - - - - - - - - - - ___ !O!al _____  3L6Z  _1L3_  ~,Q1_  ~~1 14L4! - ~~1  ~7L5! _9L8  2~,25  ~~~ 14~,~1  5~,§  - ~,z6_ Q,2  5~,  ?.8  1~,~  2~2t:4~  100  - - -
__ 5!1Q  tlaadic2pee~ __  0Lb2  _1L4  ~,~3  ~~~ 12L72  _2~,~  _5L3~ 19L2  ~,~3 1  ~.~ - §,§5  1~,§ 1-0LO§  _OL1_  ~,£8_ ~,§  1Q,~3  2~,~  :8t:1~  100 
Total  Chapter  51  4;36 ' 1,3  8,34  2,5  21,23  8,2  32,95 10,0 31,58  9,6 155.,16  46,9  0,06  - 5,24  1,6  65,71  19,9  330,63  100 
Total Chapter  52  0,41  26,5  I o,o7  4,5  o, 17
1 n,o  0,29  18,7  0,03  1,9  o, 38  24,5  - - - - I  0,20  12,9  1,55  lGO 
I  - Total Chapters 
11,49  2,~,14,31 2,5  57,4311~,  1-_  86,49  15,2 44,44  7,8 _E~~41,0 0,23  9,81  1,7  11,95  19,7  569,63  lCO  I  -- - 5Q_ ± 51_+_  52_  - --~  - -- -·----- -
'  i· 
\ ANNEX  V 
BUDGET  1978 
Commitmenm  appropriations and  applications 
MEUA 
Sector  Appropriations  Amount  Percentage  Excess 
available  Requested  ·II+ I 
I  % 
500  Agricu_lture 
and  Textiles  32.542  32.083  -
501  Young  People  179.429  402.908  224.55 
502  Handicapped  - - -
503  Migrants  18.500  76.195  411.86 
504  Women  8.002  10.723  134.00 
~Chapter  50  238.473  521.909  218.85 
510  Regions 
'I'echnical 
Progress 
Groups  of 
Firms  281.830  467.276  165.80 
511  Handicapped  49-400  108.694  220.03 
~  Chapter 51  331.230  575.970  173.89 
Total 
Chapters  50  and  569.703  1097.879  192.71  51 
=================-================= ~========== ========  ========================= .  ~  ·. 
Rel;ion 
Breakdown  of Appropriations  approved in 1978 
for Regions  of Absol~te Priority 
Amount  agreed 
. ·-- --;-.....--:a:r,._r:=-.·--
M"EDA 
Total  a:uount 
a;;reed per 
regio:1 
'  G?.OCOCU:i!l  I! Rogior.•  l  3.8  3.8 
·o-ooo·o··i~ii.~i;~:  11  ~~::·::~:::---------- --~:~------T-~:~~---------
~a-~M-~Q-~~~~~aaca·~--a-aa~==~~===~~a==3D~D2ttaC=~u=a=~au~-- ammaa~~~-a--aao;amDa~c~---~••m~aa: 
IRELAliD  1\  Persons leaving agrioul  t~e  '  0.  7 
I
I  Per:.ons  working in the terlile and 
j clothing industry  0.1 
I
I  Young  people  12.3 
\\Regions  24.8 
j  !Handicapped  6.6 
'  ' 
~~---·"••-=;;;~i~~·c=a•r;:;:~~=~i::~~;~~~:i;:;:-=-a=--• •m-=-~71  ••• .--- -------~··--·••••••~ 









E'ORTiiEliN  IREI..L'ID  Persons  working in the terlile 8l'ld 
clothing industry 
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ANNEX  VII 
TRENDS  In EUTIG:sTARY  ALLOCATIOHS 
........--'""""~-
--- -------------- ·-=-:- -·---- fn NEUA 
1974  1975  1976  1977  19 '@__  ____ --- ___  _1_919._ ---- -
---- --- ----· 
v  ---
-· 
~--~- --~~---~-·------·· ~-- ---~----
/ 
/ 
____..,. v  _____-;/_ 
v-/  ~  ----- -------
v  ----
~  V- ~- / 




~:  European unit  of account  applies  (1 e.u.a. =  07815  u.a.),  but  for the purposes  of this graph,  the earlier budgets 





ANNEX  VIII 
CO~MITMENTS  1973  1978 
BREAKDOWN  OF  AID  BY  COUNTRY  OF  ORIGIN  OF  THE  PROMOTERS. 
In  millions  units  of  account  FMI  (UA) 
plmounts  comm1tted  untlll  1976  for  ' 
1
1ri  mlttion,. --
un j ts at  ac coun..L  _  _,__,_n-"p'-'e:.:r_c:..e:.;nc:...:.t.::ca2 g..::e..:s:._ ______________  _ 
Amounts  committed  in  nnPrations _to_ca.rrv  n11t  in 
1973  1  19/:£1975 
,_,  __ , ---,--










;  i 976  1978  eun')  I  ·  1978  '978  r  1WT-l--,-977  (978  1973  •  1974  ~- 1'175  •  1976  1977-
1
,977 







9,33  11,08  3,9  2,6  2,2  1,8  '  0,7  1,5  2,0 
13#78  14,24  2,8  4,7  2,4  2,4  0,2  2,3  ?,S 
59,29  57,26  10,9  10,9  11,2  10,2  5,9  9,6  10, I 


































2o,r.  1  is,z 
?,6  i  1,8 
l 
Ireland  9,79  16,87  22,57  31,67  19,63 
Italy  4~,~1  72,33.  95,53  146.46  154,16 
Luxembourg  I  0,04  0,01  0,03  0107  0;23  I  . 
.Neth~rlandsf  6,77  6,71  10,9~  12,58  o,09 
28,4  19,5  ;  41,0 
2,0 
37,1 
1,  7  -
19,7  United KingT  57,40  62,27  1l0,24  106,39  · 26,1~ 





24,4  9,7 
I 
Note  :  The  following  two  qualifications  apply to comparisons  of  figures  in  this table  : 
(1)  Up  to  and  including 1976  the  amounts  committed  are  those  envisaged for  carrying out  in the  year. 
Because  of  the  introduction of  the  new  budgetary  system,  figures  from  1977  are  the  amounts  committed 
in  the  year. 
(2)  Amounts  up  to  and  including 1977,  are  calculated  in  the  new  extinct  unit  of  account. 
From  1978  the  new  European  unit  of  account  applies  (1  e.u.a.  = 0,815  u.a.).  Thus,  for 
example~the percentages  in  the final  column  are  not  comparable  with  those  in  the  penultimate. .A11UEX  IX 
Bt.'DC!F:l'S  1974-l97q  CA.'ICF.LLATIONS 
Amounts  ooi!I!!litted,  paid !."nd  ca.."Joalled  by member  state,  for the years 1974  to 1976  1-lE\JA 
r'  -----·-.-·--·  .._..,.... 
Member  State  Corruni tments  made  Amounts  Paid 
CoO'.mi. tment s  I  %  of  co~~t~ents  Remaini:Jg to be 
1974,1975  and  1976  cancelled  cancelled  paid 
Budgets 
Belgium  18.27  13.41  3-94  21.5  0.92 
De11!1lark  25.82  24.43  1.39  5·3  -
Oe:tl!nany  93.00  77.13  15.10  16.2  0.76 
- -
Fr<moe  163.90  94·30  13.48  8.2 (i)  56.10 
-· 
Ireland  57-55  44·96  11.81  20.5  0.78 
' 
Italy  256.46  175o07  33.05  12.8 (i)  48.33 
Luxembourg  0.09'-- 0.07  I 
o.oo  - o.ol 
Netherlands  24·65  18.43  6.18  25.0  0.04 
United Kingdom  227.27  200.89  21.78  9·5  4o60 
mcc~~~~~:~=~~=~==~=====~=~=~~~~~:~:====~Qcc-~cac~~~=-~~a=c=====l======~~:~:~======J===~=====::~====~======-====~=====:~~================• 





Persons working in the 
Terti le and  Clothing 
Industry 






Groups  of  Firms 
TOTAL 











1,005,450  \ 
Applications  on 











~: This table is based on the number  of beneficiaries indicated by. 
promotersj it does not  distinguish between the duration of pro-
grammes  approved~ ANNEX  XI 
CQ1.1MI 'll.TENTS  ANTI  P  AYlllENTS 
Appropriations for 1979  - 1980 
EUA 
~~~r---- .. ooo...- -
.. ____  ,  . 
~~J  I  Approp~U~iona  198~  Percentage  /.l.ppropr1a  ions  change  l.u-t.  ~o:cized  requested 
i Item  r .  -- r·'·' 
Total 
ilea.  ding  oppropr l a tl  ons  approprt a ti on s  appropriations 
for  ·  for  ·  for 
rornol bents  pay~en-ts  comA! tments 
~ 
~  ~-
~  1  2  3' 
I•  -" 
AId  to  the  aQrlcul1\lraT  and  ~ 
text  11 e  sectors  r.  3S.ooo:ooc  38.000.000  30.000.000  i  soo  ·i 
501  Heasurcs  for  younq  people  ·  i 
5010  Aid  In  the  fields  of  vocational. 
training and  9B09raphlcal  ~oblll t~ 230.000.000  150.000.000  25 o.ooo.ooo 
sb1~  ~  (2)  (2) 
Aid  to  pro•ote  e•ploymont  72.000.000  25.000.000  117 .00.0.000 
SOl  Hca~ures for  handl capped  persons  - 1.600.000  .. 
503  P.oasuros  for  ml9rant  1/Qrkr.rs  23.000.000  15.400.000  30 • 00:). 000 
lsos  Heasures  for  ~o~en  18  .. 000. 000  10.000.000  20.000.000 
1505  llnrlus1rl~l  conver~lor.  token  ~ntry  toksn  entry  .  ..........--J  r 
z4o.ooo.oooFo.ooo  jchap.  50  Exp~ndlture ur.der  Artlcls.10>,  :~ 3?8 .{)CO. 000 
1 
of  Decision  71i66/£EC  t  .. 
js,o  ,, 
~  ' 
RcQion~,  technical  prc.~rass. 
9roups  of undertaklnQs:  1  . 
5100  - voca !I ona 1 rralnlnq  and 
QC09raph\ cal  mobil i "ly  326.000.000  245.000.000 
51b?l  indus trl al  cnnvers! on 
511  Han dl capped  persons 
-
Chap.  51  bpcndllure  under  Article 5  of~ 
Decision  71/55/EEC  . 
Ch3p.  52  Pilol  sche~e~ and  ~~ 
studies 
TOT H  CH.\PT[HS  50-51-5l 
(1)  In  1979:  Cha;>!er  53. 
(2)  .\Qaunt  entered  under  Chapter  100: 
(3)  In  1979:  Arttcia  512. 
token  entry (4)  token  entry  (5) 
61.000.000  1,0.000.000 
"'".  ooo. ,,oo1 m .  oco. ooo 
?.500.00(1  2.~0(;.00') 
- . ·-- ..  -·.  -- --- -·  ·-








1 C:).'; .OOO.OCC 
{4)  20  g  EUA  entered under  Chapter  100  and  coc~on to  Article 512  and  ltea 3750. 
(5)  10  g  EUA  entered under  Chaptor  100  and  co;uon  to  Article 512  and  I tom  3750. 
To tal  otal  Iota I 
approprl a tl ons  f!Pprops.  approps 
for  or  for 
payments  omm! ts.  pays .. 
( 3:1)  ( 4:2) 
4  5  6 
23.000.00(  -14~  -39,5i: 
11,5 .000.00(  + 8,  ?;; - 3,3 
50.000.00] "'·'' 
· 1 ooi; 
3.000.00  - r87,5:: 
29.000.00  +30,4/.  ~88,3;: 
B.ooo.olm  -2o1: 
258 .ooo. 00(  +18p2"' .7,.5~ 
"'·4 .ooo.ooc  +38X  -
a.ooo.oor 
38.ooo.co(·  +23%  -.J  ..  t  ~~· 
~liW 
2~0.000.000  >4?, 1%  +1;'n: 
.. 
I  ,, 
2. 000. 00{;  +;:,;:~  -20~. 
!>~v.OOO.t;.OO  i  30,3  +I,,~.% LIST  OF  Plill"ARATORY  S'IVDIES  A.'Hl  PILOT  SCHlliES  ASSISTED 
FROM  THE  1978  liUDGEl' 
EtffiOPEAN  SOCIAL  Flnffi  Ail.TICLE  7 
SUBJECT 
102/78 EP  Demonstration of the possibilities of training 
young  wo~en as technicians in the engineering 
indu.strJ  (Phase II) 
115/78  rP  Experimental Programme  for  ·~raining women  to 
become  weavers 
121/78 EP  Vocational training of unemployed  w~en for 
traditionally "Y.alen  trades in two  Belgian 
sub-regions (Hasselt-Tongren,  Charleroi) 
l~a  /78  ET  Study  on  employment  and  the training of women 
in the poorly  developed  regions  of Languedoc -
Roussillon with tho  aim  or setting up craft 
industries 
132/78  EP  Trainir.g for the  integration of wctnen  into 
skilled  jobs generally reserved for men  in 
the industrial sector at St. Etienne,  F:ranoe 
~ 
133/78  E?  Aiding young peo?le to find  a  first  job after 
leaving  school;  by- training them  to become 
draug~t~.en in petroche~ca1 piping and plant 
installation 
PR01-~0TER  SOCIAL  FU1'D 
ill 
e.u..aG-
Management  Services 




Training Board  (EITB) 
LONDON,·  U.K.  51,905.90 
Societe UCO,  Ledeburg 
Gent,  BELGIUM  78,266.65 
l>!inistere  de  l'Bnploi 
et du Trav-ai 1  and 
l'Office Nationale  de 
1 8Bmploi  (ONEM)Brussels 
BELCIUM  1201057.18 
Institut de  Recherche 
Sociale Applique  (IRSA) 
Montpellier,  FRANCE  24 1474.77 
Centre Interprofessionel 
de Promotion ce  la Loire 
(CIPL),  France,  in col-
laboration  w~th.1 1 Associa­
tion Retravaille Rhona-
Alpes,  Lo  Centre d'infor-
mation Faminin  (CIF)  41,050.55 
St.  ~ienno 1  FRANCE 
La  Souche,  Montihery 
FRA..'{CE  '--
0 •• f  .. D. Subj<>ot 
SELF'  f:.!PT.Or..:  ~~iT  /"mAI:fi::G  FOR  S!·:ALL  RJSINESSES 
111/78  E?  Training programme  to  encourage the 
dcvelo?~cnt of  small  firms  and 
enterprises 
118/78  ET  Creation of  a~ "Enterprise School" 
for training entrepreneurs 
124/78  EP  NcH  enterprise promotion in rural 
}/ales - a.  Designated Assistance  Area 
113/78  E?  Refresher course for instructors in 
sea fishing 
122/78  E?  Training of instructors and training 
and ins•ruotion of  progr~ere and 
operators 
~:UL'I'IDISCIPL!~!A.'lY  T:UI~!TNQ 
98/78  EP  Techniques to retrain workers  for new 
tecrillolobj  in the meat  industry 
(Phase II) 
117/78  EP  Pilot progra=e  on the retraining of 
dockers in the port  of Fort  de France, 
Martinique 
120/78  E?  Trair~r~ of a  team  of trainee workers 
to use  a  laser  a:~  an industrial welding, 
drillinc and  cutting tool 
.. ___  p--i-...  ~··-·---· 
Procr.oter  Soci:1l  ~'..:.nd 
Aid 
Irish Management  Institute~ 
Dublin, Ire  land 
Centre  d 1Etudes et de Rea-
lisations pour 11Education 
Permanents  ( CESEP)  Paris, 
France 
Development  Board for Rural 
Wales,  U.K. 
Le  Centre d'Etude  et  d 9Action 
Sociales !>!aritimea  (CEA~) 
Paris,  France 




d8Eoolea d'Apprentissaga  13,157.78 
Maritime  (AGEAl~).  9  Paris,  Franoe 
Ente  Nazionale ACLI  Istruzione 
e  Professionale  (ENAIP)  Rome, 
Italy  55,604.88 
Canvin International L"d•, 
.Bedford,  U.K. 
La  Chambra  de  Commerce  et 
d'Ir.dustrie de  la Martinique, 
Martinique,  France  65,186.:3.7 
Centre de  Cooperition Tech-
nique  et Ndagogique 
(CE.CO.TE.PE),  Saraing, 
.Belgiu:n 
130/78  EP  Trair.ins o: executive  and  specialist  Istituto di studi nel 
sta.ff to plan  employment  and  training  Mezzogiorno,  Romev  Ital,y 
activities in regions  and  areas in the 
Y.e :ozogiorno 
eo •/~  o o 
'. '. 
-- -~-~-------···__..  ...  - ·:-.. =.:,  ~;----: ------- - ...•  - --~--~ 
112/78 IP 
126/78  :E.'T 
Subject 
Improved  co~ur~cation in the work-place 
l'='o.din.:;  to more  effective social  ao  well 
as vocational integration of the disabled 
TraininG  of trainers for the  handicapped· 
connE>ct cd with i\u•ihcr development  in 
rchabi.litation 
Alternative  traininG techniques aimed at 
overcur.~i.ns  shortco:nin.s-s  in existing 
rehabilitation  echc~es 
The  development  of an information service 
on aics ru1d  adaptation for the  ernplo.yment 
of disabled  persons 
The  validity  ~~d application of  a  Training-
'I'r..rou,:;r.-:·lork  O;Jor.::.tion  in the  occupational 
rc:r..aoilitation of recovered a.lcoholica 
131/73 U'  Jevclo;c:::ent  of training programmes  to 
as~ist the  e~plo~ent of second  generation 
irr.:nigrant a 
135/78  E?  CreatiOQ  and  testing of training models for 
social  ~or~ers responsible for activities 
to assist  llligrant  worker·s 
136/78  :EP  Develojer..ent  of training methods  for the 
children c{  migrants 
TF.X'ITI T  :::s 
116/76  ;:::>  Develoj:n:ent  of '!'raining mcdels  for 
instructors :ln the  tP.xtile  sector 
125/78  :EP  Develop,;;ent  of multidisciplin.ary  t::-a.ining 
pro.;ra::ur.e s  for  trainers  and  workers 
threatened  1od th redundancy . 
Promoter  Social F'.md 




Heidelberg,  Germany 
Ente Nazionale Istru-
zione Professionale 
(EliltiP)  Rome,  I-taly 
Optraenings instituttet 
ved Riasshospitalet, 
Copenhagen,  :Denmark 
The  Spastics Society in 
collaboration with 
Production  En~necring 
Research Association 
(PERA),  London,, U.K. 
The  J..lcoholl.cs  Recovery 
Proj oct,  London, U.K. 
Federation des Associations 
de  Solidarite avec  lea 
Travailleurs  I~i6Tes 
( FASTI)  France 
Centro di  A~ione Sociale 
Italiano Universita 
Operaia  (CASI  u.o.)Belgium 
!nterservice Migrantst 
Paris,  France 
Centre  de  LinGQistiquo 
Appliquee  d~ 3esanyon 
( CLAB),  France 
La  Federation de  l'Industris 
Textile  Bel);e  (F2BELTZX) 
7,661.87 
7,444.91 





Bl:-u:Jsels,  Belgium  77,334.29 
Cotton and Allied  Yndus·try 
Terti le  Training Eoard, 
l!a.Ilcb.e star,  U .K~  38,840 .oa 
. .... ..  ··-··· .. ---------1---------·  ·'--
'. Subiect 
134/78  E?  7-!odcl  Training Prograllli'lle  for placement 
officers  r~sponsible for Regional 
Enployment  Services 
SYUDI"SS  DITTIATED  BY  THE  cm::;nsSION 
119/78 Er  Survey  of the role  of training in 
promotion  socio-economic  change in 
rural  comm,uritiea with references to 
ESF pilot projects in this field 
105/77  ET  Improved  effectiveneLa and utilisa-
tion of Social Fund  Aids by development 
of data processing system 
85/78 E?  Efficiency  of aids granted qy  the 
~Uropean Social Fund 
Promoter 
Ministero del lavoro 
e  della Siourzza 
Sooiala 
.  i 




25,017o43 ANNEXE  XIII 
LISTE  DES  DEMANDES  DE  CONCOURS  AGREES  EN  1978 
\ 
Land  Kategori  Ansvarlig  myndighed  gennemftlrelses  Antal  Kommissionens  tilskud 
peri  ode  personer 
Land  Kategorie  Trager  Durchfuhrungs- Anzahl  der  Zuschuss  von  der  Kommission  genehmigt 
zeitraum  Arbeitneh~ 
mer 
Country  Category  Responsible  bodies  Implementa- Number  of  Assistance of  the  Commission 
tion period  workers 
Pays  Categorie  Organismes  responsables  Periode de  Effectifs  Concours  agree  par  la  Commission 
realisation  concernes 
Paese  Categoria  Organismi  responsabili  Periodo  di  Numero  di  Contribute  c6ncesso  dall~ Commissione 
realizzazione  effettivi 
Land  Categorie  Verantwoordelijke  instelling  Tijdvak van  Aanta l.  Door  de  Commissie  toegekende 




I lin/en  r./RE/u.a./u.c. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
' 
'  1978  197)  1980 
-------1. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
Article  4 
B  Migrants  Dienst  voor  Migran- 1.  1.78- 31.12.79  40  8.146,28  8.146,28  -
Migrerende  werknemers  ten  (Privaatrechte-
E  lijk Lichaaml 
L  Migrants  Anaschoolse  Begelei- 1.  1.78- 31.12.79  20  6.266,37  6.266,37  - I 
G  Migrerende  werknemers  ding  van  immigranten- ·' 
I 
I  kinderen  om  hen  buiten  I 
de  schooluren  de  leer-
Q  stof  te  integreren  I 
u  Migrants  lnstitut  St.  Laurent  1.  1.80- 31.  8.80  60  - - 12.951,69  I 
E  Migrerende  werknemers  d'Enseignement  Tech-
ni que  - Liege 
Migrants  Association pedago- 1.  9.78- 31.  8.79  20  22.689,05  - -
Migrerende  werknemers  gique d'accueil  aux 
j eunes  immigres 
Migrants  Conseit  consultatif  3.10.78- 3.  6.79  26  3.573,53  - -
Migrerende  werknemers  des  immigres  de  I 
Saint-Josse-ten-Noode  . 
Jeunes  Office  National  de  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  3.500  t>.457.705,76  - -
Jongeren  l'Emploi 
Jeunes  Office  National  de  1.  1.78- 31.12.78  1.050  681.155,47  - -
Jongeren  L'Emploi 
Jeunes  . I 
Office  National  de  1.10.78- 31.12.79  250  240.743,29  962.973,18  -
l'Emploi 













G~handi  capttn 
. 
~eo  ions 
Gebieden 
I Reoions  I  -
} G  rouoe 
I  dSEr~~7eor  J  ses 
~  ·-----_._.,..;_---.~-
! f-'rogr·es  ·1 EChnigue. 
( ·- .  ·-
f 










3  4 
Article  5 
Ministere  de  l'Em- 1.  1.78- 31.12.78 
ploi  et  du  Travail 
Ministere  de  ~'Em- 1.  1.78- 31.12.78 
ploi  et  du  Travail 
Office  National  de  1.  1.78  ~ 31.12.78 
l 1Emploi 
Office  National  de  1.  i.78- 31.12.78 
l'Emploi 
O.N.E.M.  1.  8.78- 31.12.79 
O.N.E.M.  pour  le  1.  1.78- 31.12.78 
compte  de ·plusieurs 
I 
entreprises 












2  . 
5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
' 
15  127.082,00  - -
205  561.992,18  - -
5.100  2.470.470,41  - -
1.500  702.167,94  - -
50  71.922,06  172.582,85  -
90  67.676,81  - - I 
235  193.330,07  - -
I 
I 2  3 
Artikel  4  P: 
i  •)  i 





Vandrende  arbejdstaoere  Undervisningsministeriet  J  Direktoratet  for  de 
Videregoende  Uddannelser 
Vandrende  arbejdstagere  K6benhavns  kommune 
Vandrende  arbejdstagere 




u  Unge 





I sh6 j  komrr•une 
K6benhavns  kommunale 
l!ngdonsskole 
Arbejdsministeriet 





kommuner  og  amtskommu-
ner 
Undervisningsministeriet 
kommuner  og  amtskommuner 
Undervisningsministeriet 
kommuner  og  amtskommuner 








4  5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
15.  5.78- 30.  6.80  180  20.731,34  40.032,94  20.731,34 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78  7.700  353.134,07  - -
1. 1.78- 31.12.78  - 2.142,37  - -
1. 1.78- 30.  9.79  162  128.542,23  - -
1. 1.78- 31.12.78  3.900  2.788.008,.42  - -
1.  5.78- 31.12.79  975  117.205,52  349.295,66  -
1. 1.79- 31.12.79  6.825  - 699.112,88  -
1.  5.78- 31.12.80  1.312  - 449.297,01  -
1. 5.78- 31.12.79  3.150  109.975,02  259.940,96  -
1. 5.78- 31.12.79  1.190  247.443,79  329.925,06 
9. 1.78- 31.12.78  1.500  445.613,07  - -4. 
-~-
2  3  4  5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
Art ike l  5 
dicaQoede  Amtskommuner  samt  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  1.600  2.334.969,63  - -
primaerkommuner  reprae-
senteret  af  Socialminis-
teriet 
ioner  Ministeriet  for  Gr6nland  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  2.300  3.252.373,67  - -
Undervisningsministeriet  1.  1.78- 31.12.78  443  559.417,46  - -
Arbejdsministeriet  samt  1.  1.78- 31.12.78  8.340  1.666.061,03  - -
Kommuner 
prioriterede  regioner 
repraesenteret  af 
Arbejdsministeriet 




I D  I  I  A  I  Han 
IN  ~-
:  II.Rf..gj  l  R  Reg 
I  K  I  ,,, 
I I  ""PP•C ,_,_ 
















































3  4 
Artikel  4 
Bundesanstalt  fur  Arbeit  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
Nuernbergkoerperschaft 
des  Oeffentlichen Rechtes 
Bundesanstalt  fur  Arbeit  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
Bundes~1stalt fOr  Arbeit  1. 1.78- 31;12.78 
Bundesan;talt  fur  Arbeit  1.  1.78 - 31.12.7& 
Bundesanstalt  fur  Arbeit  1.1.78- 31.12.78 
Land  Baden-WOrttemberg.  1.1.78- 31.12.78 
Land  Bayern  1.t.78- 31.12.78 
Senat  von  Bremen  1.1.78- 31.12.78 
Senat  von  Hamburg  1.1.78- 31.12.78 
Land  Hessen  1.1.78- 31.12.78 
Land  Niedersachsen  1.1.78- 31.12.78 
Land  Nordrhein- 1.1.78- 31.12.78 





5  6 
1978  l1979  1980 
1.080  3.040.412,29  - -
315  848.259,62  - -
1.050  1.655.821,84  - -
210  511.334,34  - -
1.090  1.653.771,34  - -
: 
105.725  531.907,62  - -
I 
77.590  256.135,86  - -
189  22.053,15  - -
6.700  6.744,75  - -
12.345  1. 050.987,36  - -
38.415  217.918,57  - -
131.547  1.974.101,30  - -i--,------------··· 
I  i  I ,  i  2 
t-~~~ 
1  i r.ehmer 
I  "  '  1  ~  I Wanderarbeit-
i  U  f neh1ner 
I  !  I  T  i  wanderarbeit-
l  s  ! nehmer  I  c I  ~Janderarbeit-. 
1  r nGnmer 
!  !i  i 
i  l wanderarbeit-
1 L  '  i  ( nehmer 
.
1
t  A !  Wanderarbeit-
N  1 nehrner· 
j  [;  I  Wanderarbeit-
1  I nehmer 
i  '  l  I  ~Iande ra rbeit-
l 
l  .  .  j neilmer 
~..  :  .  1  !  ;L~endliche 
I  I  ,  I 
l  I  i  j.jugendliche 
!  l 
;  : 
i  l 








;  J.u'gend L  i che 
I  .;u"gend l i che 
i 








------~---·~-~  -··  ····--···----------~ ------,., 
I  4  i  3 
Land  Rheinland-Pfalz 
.saar land 
Senat  von  Hamburg 
Senat  von  Berlin 
Bundesministerium  fur 
Arbeit  und  Sozialordnung 
Schleswig-Holstein 
Bundesministerium 




Ministerium  fur  Arbeit 
des  Landes  Baden 
Wurttembera 
I  I 
I 
t,_  1.78- 31.12.78 




1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
1. 1.78- 31.i2.78 
1. 9.78- 31.  8.79 
1. 9.78- 31.  8.79 
Bayerisches  Staatministe-I  1. 8.78- 31.  7.79 
rium  fur  Arbeit  und  Sozial-
ordnung  ~ 
Land  Berlin Gebietskorper  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
schat  . 
Land  Berlin  ,1.  1.78-31.12.78 
Land  Berlin  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
1. 9.78- 31.  8.79 
1. 9.78- 31,  8.79 
1. 8.78- 31.  3.79 
Bundesanstalt  fur  Arbeit 
Bundesanstalt  fur  Arbeit 
Bundesanstalt  fur  Arbeit 
Deutscher  Frauenring 
Bildungswerk  der  Baye-
rischen Wirtschaft 
14.  2.78- 30.  4.78  . 





















6  j  '  ~- .  J 
19"18  I  1979  I  1980  I 


























6 •. 7. 
"'  - .---,-------------- .------~-
I  I  1  I  2  3  4  5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
I  -
I: 
Artikel  5 
Behinderte  Bundesanstalt  fut  Arbeit  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  1.  750  11.451.599,58  - -
Behinderte  Bundesanstalt  fur  Arbeit  1.  1.78- 31.12.78  683  1.142.110,32  .,.  -
u  und  Trager  der Sozialhilfe 
T  Gebiete  Land  Berlin  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  1.467  4;082.109,55  - -
s  Gebiete  Bayerisches  Staatsministe- o.  6.78- 31.12.78  2.500  496.555,89  - -
irium  fur  Arqeit  und 
c  Sozialordnung  I  -
H  Gebiete  Bundesanstalt  fur  Arbeit  1. 9.78- 31.  8.79  22.530  12.266.481,52  - -
L 
A 








-· 1'1  I  ~ 
!-----} 
r:  1 
I R  I 
!  A  I 
I~;  II  l 
j c 
E  I 


























Ministere de  l'Agricul-
ture(A.F.P.A.,ONAC,Minis-
tere de  La  Sante> 
S.G.F.P. 




CRCI  BRETAGNE 
S.G.F.P. 
Centre  de  la Bonneterie 
de  Troyes 
S.G.F.P. 
CCI  Colmar 
FORTE X 




Ste  LAVALLOISE-TEXTILE 
C.R.E.P.A.U.C. 
S.G.F.P. 
Societe  SAPLEST 
S.G.F.P.  (F.N.E.) 
C.E.I. 




.  ! 
'8-31.12.781  3.500 
'8- 31.12.78  3.500 
'8-31,12.78  300 
'8  - 31.12.  78  791 
'8  -·31.12.78  791 
'8- 31.12.80  150 
'8  - 31.'12.80  150  -. 
8- 31.12.78  63 
8- 31.12.78  63 
8- 31.12.78  72 
'8- 31.12.78  80 
8- 31.12.78  120 
8- 31.  6.78  38 
'8- 30.  9.78  56. 
8- 31.12.80  75 
8- 31.  7.81  135 
8  - 30. J .81  135 
8.:.  30.  4.79  17 
8- 30.  4.79  17 
8- 31.12.78  405 
8. 
6 
1978  1979  1980 
I 
I 
1  ~530.635,.31  - -
2.159.996,64 I  - I  -
l 
113.811_.55  - -
I 
998.577,47  - -
831.447,13  - I  -
9.635,40  17.080193  1  20.58~·,71 
25.227,22  31.972,00  1  51.155,20 
37.780,39  - -.  I  -
4_  .... _,.685,00  - I 
~· 
9.378,74  - I  -
I  26.715,281  - .,  -
14.015,12  - -
I 
14.493,04  - -
69.540,93  - 20~207,00 I  40.414,18  40.414;18 I 
135.990,48 I  149.593,91  '  164.546,3o I 
175.605,10  193.163,42  212:469,25·~ 
9.419,16  - i 
3.678,13  - •.  I 
74.008,43  - - . -
I  I ' 
I 
L_.  ....  ~fr--' 
1  F  j  rli gr 
"  i  I  .•  I Jll" ,.,,.  l  (,  I  1'1!,, 
I  ·'•  I Mig; 
~  N  { 
. 









































2  3 
I  I  Formation et Metier 
1  Marseille 
Migrants  Montpellier 
Association  Homme~ et 
Migration  (AMANA) 
A.C.P.M. 
Association  pour 
L'accueil  et  La  for-




Federation  Audoise  des 
Oeuvres  Laiques 
Association  pour  le 
Developpement  du  Site 
de  Cacao 
Ministere  de  l'Education 
AREF  BTP/RP 
Ville de  Grenoble 
AFOET 
A.D.A.P. 
Union ramHiale  des 
Maisons.Familiales  Rurales 
et d'orientation 
Secretariat  general  de 
la  formation  profession-
nelle 
Secr6iariai g6neral  de 
la  formation  profession-
nelle 
9L 
4  5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78  490  52.556,71  - -
I 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78  240  32.374,93  - - I 
.3. 1.78- 31.12.78,  90  44.147,64  - -
1. 1.78 - 31.12.78  180  231.599,90  - -
2. 1.78- 22.12.78  200  39.778,42  - -
1. 1.78- 31.12.78  2.285  314.902,28  - -
s.  4.78- 31.12.78  2.621  292.227,21  - -
5. 9.78- 30.  6.79  45  87.917,56  -
5. 6.78- 15.  6.79  292  91.765,68  - -
3.  1.78- 31.12.78  960  205.133,31  -
1. 1.78- 31.12.78  500  64.816,66  -
1.  5.78- 31.12.78  76  23.603,46 
1.10.78- 30.  9.79  6.827  885.341,93 
1.10.78- 31.12.78  90  25.745,18 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78  1.466  712.693,50 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78  1.466  446.332,59  -· 




















i{  i 
A !  Jeunes 
N 
c  Jeunes 















I  J eunes 
I  Jeunes 






2  3" 
Institut  de  formation  aux 
techniques  d'implantation 
et de  manutention 
Secretariat  General a  ta 
formation  professionelle 
A.S.P.R.O.C.E.P.· 
Secret~riat General  de  la 
formation  professionnelle 
4 
1. 1.78- 31.12.73  l 
1.  1.78- 31.12.78 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
Association  d'Aide  aux  I 1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
Jeunes  Travailleurs 
A.A.J.T,- S.G.F.P.  I  1. 1.78- 31~12.78  j 
ARENA  1.  3.78 - 31;12.78  . 
S.G.F.P.  1. 3.78- 30.  6.78 
-·  Prefectures  de  regions  1. 1.  78  - 31.  7. 78 
S.G.F.P. 
·•  Prefectures  des  regions  l 1. 1.78- 31.  7.78 
S.G.F.P. 
Prefectures  des  regions  l 1. 1.78- 31.  7.78 
S.G.F.P. 
Centre  de  la  Bonneterie 











1.  1.78- 31.12.78 I 
1. 1.  1e - 31.12.  78  I 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78 












































I  I 
~ ll 
- f  I  - , r--r 
·  1 I  I  .  j 
'  I  o  I 
!  i 
~-~..,.,.--~·-.............. -·-
~  ; 
~  f  !  femmes 
~  l·~---
1  i  ~  mo.  I  l'l  1 cem  ·~ > 
- j 
.  ~femmes 
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2  3 
Formation  Promotion 
Centre  Retravailler-Paris 
Lyc6e  Fresnal  ~ Caen 
Unite  de  Formation  des 
MJC  de  Cannes  et 
Mandelieu 
(Antennes  Retravailler) 
Institut Lillois  d'Edu~ 
cation  Permanente 
(Antenne  Retravailler) 
C.!.F.(Antenne  Retra- I  vailler)  · 
Association pour  le 
Developpement  de  La 
Promotion  Sociale 
Ensemble  d'Organismes 
Publics  Represente  par 
le Prefet  de  region 
Ensemble  d 10rganismes 
prives  representes  par 
le Prefet.de  region 
Prefet  Regions  Rhone-
ALpes  - Secretariat 
General  a  La  Formation 
Professionnelle 
Prefet  Region  Ile-de-
France  - Secretariat 
General  a  la  Formation 
Professionnelle 
·:~"-'z 
"11  ~ 
4  5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
1. 9.78- 30.  6.79  280  246.593,67 
~  -
1. 9.78- 31.  8.79  870  97.798,83  - -
1. 9.78- 31.  8.79  120  19.009,43  - -
1. 9.78- 31.  8.79  150  17.405,43  - -
1. 9.78- 31.  8.79  140  13.257,17  - -
1.  9.78 - 31.  8.79  125  15.815,26  - -
1.  9~78- 31.  8.79  100  14.000,40  - -
1. 9.78- 31.  8.81  3.390  303.930,31  333.837,23  365.482,11 
. 
4?:~981 ,57  1. 9.78- 31.  8.81  1.044  39.074,07  47.279,69 
1. 9.78- 31.  8.81  3.534  467.869,95  515.244,53  569.927,15 
1.10.78- 1.10.79  1.372  1.419'.255,73  - -
I ! - I  l  1 
)  I 
I  i 
}.~.  -·~t 
I  F ' 





'"  ~ 


























3  4  5 
Centre  d'Etudes  Sup~rieu 130.10.78- 30.,9.79 
res  lndustrielles(CESI) 
CESI  30.10.78- 30.  9.79 
Secr~tariat  G~neral a la 
Formation  Professionnelle 
1  Centre  Consulaire  de  126,10.78- 12.  4~79 
Formation 
:.Article  5 
ASSERPRO  1. i.78- 31.i2.79 
.  I  I  Caisse  Nationate d'Assu- 1.  1.78- 31.12.78 
ranee  Naladie 
I  Secretariat General  de  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  I  Formation  Professionnelle 
! Office  National  des  1. 1.72- 31.12.78 
Anciens  Combattants 
Secretariat  General  de  1. 1.78 - 31.12.78 
formation  Professionnelle 
I  Centre  Regional  Etude  1. 4.73- 31.  3.79 
Promotion  Travail  - r 
Toulouse 
Ministere  du  Travail  1. 1.1a- 31.12.78 I 
Secretariat  General  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  I 
Formation  Professionnelte 
Caisse  Nationale  d'As~  25.  4.78- 31.12.78 
sur;;mce  Maladie 
Chambre  de  Commerce  et  I  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
d'Industrie  de  Toulouse 
Secretariat  General  a la  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
Formation  Professionnele 
Chambre  de  Commerce  et  1.  1.78 - 31.12.78  I  d'Industrie  de 
La  Rochelle  I 
1-2 
' 
6  f  I 
1978  1979  l 
1980 
24  22.649,47  -
I  - I 
I 
I 
24  27.378,56  - I  -
l  30  13.447p30  -
~  I 
l 
285.251 /)4  328. 742p2, 1  190  - i 




282  n.926,26  I  I  -
~  I 
I  l 





866  1.263.951,00  - i 
~  I  ..  I 
I 
I 
15  18.590,97  - - i 
l 
I  I  I 
~.093  196.134,85  I  - - l 
1.093 
r  881.728,44  .  - =  I 
I 
i 
325  388.569,45  I  - - I 
165  I 
170.809,30  -
~ 
165  409.942,33 
I 
I 
- I  -
30  75.909,41  - - i 
I 
'  I 
l  .. 13. 
2  3  4  5  6  I 
1978  1979  1980  I 
:;  Secretariat  General  a La  1.  1.78- 31.12.78  30  73.132,661  - I  ·- ! 
formation  Professionnelle 
! 
s  I  Houillers du  Bassin  de  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  383  1.343.195,31 
~ 
~ 
I  Lomioo  · 
s  Chambre  R~gionale de  tom- 1. 1.78- 31.12.78  150  274.538,73  - -
merce  et d'Industrie  de  I  I  Bretagne 





s  !  Chambre  de  Commerce  et  25.  9.78- 31.12.79  48  10.511,34  - I  I  d'Industrie  de  Toulouse 
:;  Secretariat  General  a  La  25.  9.78- 31.12.79  48  28.906,19 
I 
l 
89.346,40  i  -
I Formation  ProfessionnelLe  I 
- j Chambre  de  Commerce  et  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  24  69.33-J,82 !  - I 
-
I 
1 d'Industrte  d'Angoultme  ·-
,  !  Secretariat  General  a.  La  1:  1.78- 31.12.78  24  44.988,541  - I 
- I  Formation  ProtessionneLLe  I 
;  I Chambre  de  Commerce  et  c29.3'23~  14 I  I  d'Industrie d'Aubenas- 1. 9.78- 31.  5.81  54"  29.323,14  29.323,14  I  Privas-Largentiere 
1. 9.78- 31,  5.8·1 I 
I  ! 




;  Chambre  de  Commerce  et  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  60  99.437,29 
~  -
j d'Industrie  de  Moulins- I 
~  -V·i chy 
I  ;  I  Secretariat  General  a  La  1.  1.78 -. 31.12.78  60  83.249,83  - -
I 
Formation  ProfessionneLle  I 
I  1. 1.78- 31.12.?8  614  793.168,33  - ;  I Chambre  de  Commerce  et  -
I 
d'Industrie  d'Angoultme 
r·--
i.  1  ~ 
f  J 
-~-f-.~----




N  R~~g i WI 
·~  ~ 
[ 
F:~srio;-






ne9 ·i  ~:>n 
R~.·gion 
~e9ion 
l  Secretariat  General a  la  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  434  547.465,72  - - I  Formation  ProfessionneLle  I 
~~e 9  ·i 011 
;  Chambre  Regionale  de  Com- 1. 1.78- 31.12.78  25  33.548,70  - - l 
J merce  et d'Industrie  de  I 
I 













































I  l~eg1ons 
! 
I 
!  RegiOI')S 
l 
l 
Regions  i 






3  -4 
secretariat Genera;  pour  1.  1.78 - 31.12.78 
La  Formation  Profession-
nelle  -
College  d'Enseignement  16.  2.78- 31.12.78 
Secondaire  Anne  de 
Bretagne  I 
Secretariat  General  a la 
I  n6.  2.78  ~ 31.12.78 
Formation  Profession-
f  1. 5.78- 31.12.78 
nelle 
Chambre  Regionale  de 
Commerce  et  d'Industrie 
l  de  Bretagne  I  Secrl:tariat  General  a la  1.  5.78- 31.12.78 
Formation  Rrofessionelle 
! 
St.  Gobin  - Industries  1.  1.78- 31.  7.78 
Secretariat General  a La.  1.  1.78- 31.  7.78 
Formation  Professionnelle  . 
Chambre  des  Metiers  des  1.10.78- 30.  6.79 
!>ew:  sevres 
Secretariat General  a la  I 
formation  Professionnelle  1.10.78- 30.  6.79 
i 
Secretariat d'Etat  DOM  TOM  1.  1.78- 31.12.78 
pour  regions  :  Martinique, 
Guyane,Guadeloupe,Reunion 
Minis~ere du  Travail  1.  1.78- 31.12.78 
Secretariat  General a La  1.  1.78- 31.12.78 
formation  Professionnelle 
Secretariat d'Etat  OOM  TOM  1.  1.78- 31.12.78 
Secretariat d'Etat  DOM  1.  1.78- 31.12.78 
I 
14_ • 
.- ..  . - -
I  -
5  ·6 
1978  1979  1980 
25  49.052,93  -
I 
-
l  175  241.056,60!  - I 
-




40  - I 
~ 
I 
I  I  l  t 
I 
40  - 1 
I 
74.455  .. 341  -
~  I 
!  ,_.,,,;,I  I  40  - -
40  15.625p83  !  ~  - l 
20.705 ?44  i·  64  34,164,01  -
I 
64  22.3~9,  15  ~  38.815,04  -




2.903  - -
5.054  i  2.344.835,321  - -
I  I 
5.940  2.276. 793,041  - -
5.060  545.o6'>',<SZ  !  - l 
i 
~  1  i  I 
I  I . 
~ --- ~ -~-- ~-~~--- ~--.. ~  ?- :-
~----·· 
15. 
2  3  4  5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
-·~·-_..  ..... --~~ 
;·~~:~:J ·tons  - I  Association  Nationale  de  1.  1.78- 31.12.78  1.100  1.668.121,44  - -
I  Formation  Professionnelle 
::::?:Jions 
~  ·-~ 
R~t;  ·i ens 
~.  ! 
.  ? 
~'\t 9 f  (~i1$ 
I  Secretariat General  a  La 
Formation  Professionnelle  1.  1.78- 31.12.78  1.100  848.666,07  - -
! Ensemble  d 'Organi  911~5  1.  3. 78  - 28.  2. 79  152  92.524,70  - - I  Publ i  cs  represent€ s 
par  le Prefet  de  La  region 
I Poitou-Charerltes 
1.  3.78- 28.  2.79  220  83.250,35  - i Ensemble  d'Organismes  -
1 prives  represend:s par  le 
·Prefet  de  La  region 
Poitou-Charentes 
:'<~}g ~ or;s 
t:0q·ions 
Secretariat  General a la  1. 3.78- 28.  2.79  468  343.876,95  - - I  Format ion  Profess ionnelle 
1.  1.78- 31.12.78  88  47.742,61  - - l  Ensembte  d'Organismes 
Publics  representes  par 
le  Prefet  de  la  Region 
du  Pas-de-Calais 
;~t~·~; ·j c;ns  Ensemble  d'Organismes  1.  1.78- 31.12.78  249  99.023,57  - -
Publics  representes  par 
te Prefet  de  La  Region 
du  Pas-de-Calais 
!  Res iN:s  Ensemble  d'Organismes  1.  1.78- 31.12.78  581  81.254,11  - -
1 Prives  representes par  l~ 
Prefet  de  La  Region  du 
Pas-de-Calais  .  j 
R~£d  ons  Secretariat  Gen•rat  ~  La  1.  1.78- 31.12.78  669  145.511,95  - -
Formation  Professionnetle 
f:egi vns  Chambre  de  Commerce  et  1.  4.78- 31.12.79  78  43.729,64  139.571,86  -
d1Industrie  d'ALBI 
I 16. 
~!  ·.  ~- I 
j11  2  3  4  5  6 
k~  .  1978  1  1979  , 
j  F I P.egions  1  Secretariat  General  i!  ta  ·11.  9.78- 31.12.79  78  39.235,68  117.793,47  - 11 
1980 
!  R I  '  ~  Fo:•mation  Professionnetle  I 
!  A  j  R~gions  I S.T.E.- Formation  11.10.78- 30.  6.79  80  158.048p93  - - II 
I N I  ~egions  I  Secretariat  Gen~ral a ta  .  1.10.78- 30.  6.79  80  178.928.,.54  I  - I.  - l  r  Formation  Professionnelle  a  1 
!  ~!  Regions  I Ensemble  d10rganismes Pri- 27.  4.78- 31.12.78  66  59.786,02  - I  - I 
;  I  I  ves  representl'~s par  le  Pre- . 
i  !  I  fet  de  Region  Nord-Pas-de- I  i  1  ! 
l  I  !  Calais  I  I  I  j 
I  I  Reg10I~S  I  Secretariat  General ala  127.  9.78- 31.12._78  66  ll  26,657,62  - ~  !  I  !  Formation  Professionnelle  ·  1 
!  .j  R~gions  I Association  Consulaire  et  116.  8.78- 20.  4.79 
:  1 1  I  Interpi"ofessionnelle  de  !  Formation  ContinueCASFO  86) 
1  1  f!egions  Secretariat General  pour  t.al16.  8.78-20.4.79 
1  I  Formation  Profess1onnelle 
!  I  I  , 
1  I 
'  l 
I  I 
I  i 
I 
froor~s  r~chnigu~ 
Progr~s Technique 
Progres  Technique 
Progres  Technique 
Progres  Technique 
Progres  Technique 
l 
I 
I  Pcogc;, T•ohoiqu• 
Progres  Technique  . 
T"hoiqu• I 
!  I 
Progres 
Centre  d 1Etude  de  ta 
Commande  Numerique 
S.G.F.P. 
Chambre  de  Commerce  et 
d'Industrie de  Dunkerque 
Secretariat  General  de  La 
Formation  Professionnelle  .
1  Centre  de  Formation  de 
Geophysique  Appliquee 
CEFAGI 
Secretariat General  a la 
Formation  Professionnelle 
Chambres  de  Commerce  et 
d'Industrie 
CE FAGI 
1.  4.78- 31.12.80 
1.  4.78- 31.12.80 
. 1.  1.78- 31.12.78 
1.  1.78 - 31.12.78 
1.  1.78- 31.12.78 
1.~1.78 - 31.12.78 
'  1.  1.78- 31.12.78 
1.  1.78- 31.12.78 












































~  A;~·i~;Jttur~ 
?g~~2ult~re 
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.:  ;>·.-Cr.  i L·::s 
{  :~:1.L~.  ~  !~  l.'..-~.5 
-~-q~·.!t~J_£~~~r:J.1.S 
'f \Ju:·,~l  ;" .. ;.()p l '2 
~t r:,,Jn~J  P~cp  t e 
'.'c:·  .. :qs  P~opl1-? 
:· CIIFtg  f-3~\·.)P l t~ 
';":.J,yl·:;_;  ?t.?Opl~ 
':''"':':.::  "'eople 
....  Ln_g  ?eop l e 
/·;Jur--~~~  '?AO~\Le 
'tt::.ung  ?<2op t·e 
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3  4 
E  i reann  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
~ehabil it  at  1on  1. 9.78- 31.12.78 
)artment  of 
l  Training  3. 1.78- 30.  9.78 
(ANCO) 
l  Training  ~0.  2.78 - 20.10.78 
(ANCO) 
l  Training  1. 7.78- 31.12.79 
(ANCO) 
Manpower  Service:  1. 1.78- 3i,12.78 
L Training 
(ANCO)  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
~anpower Service  1. 1.78- 31.'12.78 
L Training  1. 6.78- 30.  9.78 
(ANCO) 
~anpower Services  1. 6.78- 30.  4.78 
l  T raining  1.  1.7S- 31.12.78 
(ANCO) 
t  of Education  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
~anpower Services 1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
t  of  Education  1. 9.78- 31.  8.79 
~anpower Services  1. 9.78- 31.  8.79 
t  of  Education  1. 9.78- 31.  8.79 
~anpower Services  1. 9.78- 31.  8.79 




., -·'.  ~  ' 
5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
1.225  614.592,44  - -
140  44.125,97  -
~ 
42  25.727,78  - -
84  25.758,86  - -
34  3.981,69  6.376,27  -
400  49.248,80  - -
1.850  2.043.214,62  - - . 
1.850  19.577,41  - -
2.600  407.014,86  - -
2.600  30 .. 770,32  - -
1.700  5.014.423,13  - -
1.700  559.075,62  - -
1.  700  35.013,05  - -
1.444  1.820.994,64  - -
1.444  14.958,74  - -
3.000  1.158.390,41  - -
3.000  30.996,87  - -
12  6.960,99  - -r-+-
!  1 I 
'  ; 
~+ 
2 
!  I  !Handj~  0!2ed  oersons 
!  Q  !  ~  . 
































E l  . 






i Handi ca 
l 
I  . 
~  Hand1cap 
i 
I 
i  d"  iMan  1cap 




'  1 Regions  t----
1 Regi or.s 
! R.-ogions  !  ' 
l  l  Regions 




Jed  Persons 
ped  persons 
oed  Persons 
ped  persons 
ped  Persons 
ped  Persons 
ped  Persons 
ped  Persons 
3  4 
Rehabilitation lstitute I  ,_  1.78 _  31.12.~8 
! 
County  Wexford  1. 1.78- 31.12.r8 
I 
Communit¥  Workshop  LTD  ! 
St.  Joseph's  Industries  I 1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
t.o/orkshop  ~ 
l 
Mill  Lane  Training  Centre!  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
I 
Irish Wheelchair  I  '· 1.7. _  ,,.1,.7. 
Association 
I National  Rehabilitation  I ,_  1.1s- 31.12.7~ 
'  Board 
i  i 1. 1.78- 31.12.78  National  Rehabilitation 
!  Board 
1  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  I  National  Rehabilitation 
Soard  I  National  Rehabilitation  I 
Board  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
Aer  Lingus  1.10.78- 31.  3.80 
Aer  Lingus  1. 1.78- 31.  3.79 
Irish  Development  1. 1.78- 31.12.79 
Authority  (!.D.A.) 
Industrial  Traini~g,  1. 1.78- 31.12.79 
.Authority  (ANCO) 
Electricity  Supply  Board  1. 4.78- 31.  3.80 
ANCO  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
Industrial  Training  1.  1.78 - 31.12.79 
Authority  <ANCO) 
I 
18. 





1978  1979  1980 
750  1.190.111,46  - -




32.490,151  I  - -
I 
I 
(  l 
30  I 
48.086  .. 96  - ..  I 
200  24.420,39  -
~  I  . 
I 
4.187  3.267.654,45 I  - -
l 
I 
3.637  572.353,181  - -
l 
3.229  ·I 
1.419.574,60 l  - -
I 
! 
68.790,951  297  - -
118  116,796,99 I  256.044,9i  - l  41  22.223,01  93.613,.42  -
8.968  6.284.309,.50  3.284.609,95  - i 
! 
71.607,75  78.768,36 
96  I 
59.178,481  Ct..  0 909  ... zs  -
1.200  287.352~49  - -
I 
2.050  737.307,43  494.726,57 I  -
I  I  I  I r-·-l 
~  i  : 
.  I 
i  i 
_1 .....  _ .....  J.~- ..  -~------
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3  4 
l 
I 
Industrial  Training  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
I 
Authority  (ANCO) 
I  Industrial  Training  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
Authority  (ANCO)  .· 
Industrial  Training 
_Authority  (ANCO)  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
National  Manpower  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
Services  (N.M.S.) 
Shannon  Free  Airport  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
Development  CoCSFADCO) 
Shannon  Free  Airport  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
Development  Co  (SfADCO) 
Industrial  Training  1. 4.78- 31.12.78 
Autho"rity  <ANCO) 
Industrial  Training  1. 4.78- 31.12.79 
Authority  (ANCO) 
Irish Management  1. 4.78- 31.12.78 
Institute  I  N•tion•l ''"''""' 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
Services 
Irish  Development  1. 7.78- 31.12.79 
I  Authority  <I.D.A.) 
I 
Industrial  Training  1. 7.78- 31.12.79 
Authority  (ANCO) 
INdustriaL  Training  1. 7.78- 31.12.79 
Authority  (ANCO) 
Io~ustrial Training 
Authority  (ANCO)  1. 7.78- 31.12.78 
Irish  Development 
Authorit~ CI.D.A.)  1. 7.78- 31.12.78 
1Q. 
·-- ~ 
5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
53.705,61  59.076,58  -
11.500  8.091.455,50  - -
1.200  105.823,86  - -
113.211,18  - -
210  73.262,68  - -
100  6.023,82  - .. 
2.300  712". 276,01  427.365,61  -
53.705,61  59.076,58  -
1.140  364.800,48  - -
400  62.648,90  - -
5  •. 8·50  2.636.986,30  2.350.357,36  -
72.039,68  79.243,48  -
980  235.584,43  259.790,65  -
54.029,56  59.432,92 
400  327.575,94  - -20 • 
.. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
I  Regions  C.E.P.T.  L.T.D.  1. 9.78- 31.  8.79  238  323.481,24  - -
ft  Regions  Department  of  Education  1. 9.78- 31.  8.79  19r.  86.480,05  - -
~  Regions  Department  o1  Education  1. 9.78- 31.  8.79  598  20.882,97  49.136,39  -
l.  Regions  Industrial Training 
Authority  (ANCO)  1.10.78- 31.12.79  1.250  139.219,77  389.815,37  -
A 
Regions  INdust"rial  Training ·  1.10.78- 31.12.79  54.029,56  59.432,92  -







.  ' '21~. 
1  2  3  4  5  1  6 
1978  1979  1980 
Article 4 
I  Agri col tura  Capcle  Brindisi  13.  1.78- 31.12.80  450  39.212,04.  41.956,88  44.054,73 
T  Tessile  Gepi  1. 1.78- 31.  6.79  318  468.935,37  63.988,19  -




Tessi le  Gepi  1. 1.78- 31.12.79  L  285  900.038,30  451.653,88 
,  •. :  •  ..,J 
I  Tessile  Regione  Lombardia  2.10.78- 31.10.78  180  194.731,48  -
A  Tessile  Regione  Toscana  1.10.78.- 30.06.81  500  80.111r35  120.167,02 
I 
Tessile  Provincia  Autonoma  di  23.  4.78- 31.12.78  103  18.682,68  - - , 
Solzano 
Tessile  Regione  Lombardia  1.10.78- 31.12.79  380  80.344,15  75.685,74  -
Tessile  Regione  Liguria  1.12.78- 31.12.79  672  118.980,15  1.427.761,76.  -
Tessile  CIA  S.P.A.  Fossombrone  1.11.78- 31.12.79  570  559.702,18  - -
(PESARO) 
Lavaratori MigrantL  Intercoascit, Bruxelles  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  10.000  - 548.615,27  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  Intercoascit,Bonn  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  50.000'  - 3.964.103,29  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  intercoascit, Parigi  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  20.000  - 698.485,32  -
Lavaratori  Miuranti  Intercoascit,  Lussemburgo  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  1.300  - 92.499,15  -
- Lavaratori  Migranti  Coascit  l'Aja  1. 1.79 - 31.  8.79  1.200  - 84.032,42  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  Intercum ·  Londra  1. 1.79- 31. 8.79  15.500  - 371.458,  79_  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  ECAP-CGIL  7. 1.78- 31.12.78  550  70.118,92  - -
Lavaratori Migranti  Ente  Nationale Acli  1. 9.78- 31.  8.79  5.130  837.666,63  - -
Istruzione Professionale 
Lavaratori. Migranti  Istituto "Alcide  De  1. 9.78- 31.  8.79.  180  285.845,06  - -
Gasperi" 
M'ont'e  Bondone 
Lavaratori  Migranti  Istituto S.  Carlo~ Dsi~  1. 9.78- 31.  8.79  61  29.892,29 
~  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  Istituto Padre  B1f~~ro  1. 9.78- 31.  8.79  17  23.353,35  - -
1  ano 
Lavaratori  Migranti  Collegio  S~  Stefano 
Recanati  Macerata 
1. 9.78- 31.  8.79  26  23.353,35  - -22. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
I  Lavaratori  ~igranti  Intercoascit - Bruxelles  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  10.150  - 582.731,18  -
T  Lavaratori  Migranti  Ministero Esteri  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  13  - 17.780,54  -
A  Lavaratori  Migranti  Ministero Esteri  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  165  - 788.250,37  -
L  Lavaratori  Migranti  Intercoascit  - Bonn  1.  1.79 - 31. "8.79  - 1.503.571,23  -
.  I  Lavaratori  Migranti  Ministero Esteri  1~ 1.79- 31.  8.79  715  - 1.915.761,88  -
A  Lavaratori  Migranti  Ministero  E~teri  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  28  - 41.654,05  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  Intercoascit  Parigi  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  - 314.792,89  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  Ministero Esteri  1.  1.79 - 31.  8.79  110  - 381.571,33  -
Lav~r~tori Migranti  Ministero Esteri  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  11  - 14.873,04  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  Coascit  Lussemburgo  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  - 47.145,56  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  Ministero Esteri  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  21  - 61.304,30  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  Ministero  Esteri  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  2  - 2.828,58  -. 
Lavaratori  Migranti  Coascit  L  'As a  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  1.200  - 84.088,81  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  Ministero Esteri  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  16  - 58.531,21  - . 
Lavaratori  Migranti  Ministero Esteri  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  1  1.602,68  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  Intercoascit  Londra  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  - 152.248,36  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  Ministero Esteri  1. 1.79- 31. 8.79  165  - 369.557,77  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  Ministero  Esteri  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  14  - 20.663,81  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  ENAIP  (Regione  Puglia)  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  470  - 54.217,18  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  ENAIP  (Regione  Sicilia)  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  115  - 12.136,40  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  Regioae  Calabria  1. 1.79- 31.  8.79  320  - 38.074,98  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  Regione  Basilicata  1.  1~79- 31.  8.79  134  - 16.41 9,83  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  Regione  Abruzzo  1.  1.79 - 31.  8.79  400  - 48.089,44  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  Regione  Veneto  1. 1.79 - 31.  8.79  420  - 44.294,61  -
Lavaratori  Migranti  ECAP-CGIL  1.10.78- 31.12.79  60  4.506,98  - -
- - ---·  .•  ·-···.  -
-· .  ~- ........ -.·- ...... --····-""~ ,~:.:_;{!!lrlf!~Y:c ··.I,· .. ·· 
23. 
I  . 
.  ...  -.~~"· 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
I  Giovani  ENAIP  1.10.78- 31.12.79  28  26.962,85  22.145,52  -
T  Giovani  ENAIP  1.10.78- 31.12.79  480  124.321,62  250.424,26  -
A  Giovani  ENAIP  1.10.78- 31.12.79  134  123.305,25  135.296,26  -
L  Giovani  ENAIP  1.10.78- 31.12.79  3.000  369.035,29  607.712,16  -
I  Giovani  Ente  Nazionale  Assistenza 
Orfani  Lavoratori  1. 1.78- 31.12.73  300  195.186,72  - -
A  Italiani 
Giovani  Regione  Lombardia  1.10.78- 30.  9.79  1.084  317.605,63  - -
Giovani  Centro  Italiano  1. 2.78- 31.12.78  500  42.041,90  - -
Relazioni  umane  -
Giovani  Regione  Toscana  1.11.78- 31.10.81  550  148.078,95  155.692,15  136.336,89 
Giovani  Ministero del  Lavoro  14.  7.78- 31.12.79  28.500  4.603.413,33  9.208.881,75  '-
Giovani  Regione  Lombardia  1.10.78- 30.  9.79  8.580  1 J;07 .496,91  - - . 
Giovani  Ministero del  Lavoro  14.  7.78- 31.12.79  11.070  1.821.545,30  3.910.964,91  -
Giovani  Assistedil-Ancona  1.10.78 °  31.12.80  120  177.565,60  178.872,62  109.420,04 
Cassa  e  scuola  Edile 
Giovani  Istituto Istruzione Pro- 1.10.78- 31.  5.80  300  63.440,27  63.440,27  •  -
fessionale  Lavoratori 
Edil i  e Affini  Della 
Provincia di  Bologna 
Giovani  Scuola  Professionale ·  1.10.78- 31.  8.80  52  32.049,61  125.146,11  82.413,29 
Edi le  della  Prov:1ncia 
du  Firenze 
Giovani  Ente  Cassa  e  scuola  1.12.78- 30.  6.80  40  8.603,77  102.705,02  56.033,38 
Edile  Delle  Provincia 
..  di  Grosseto 
Giovani  Ente  Scuola  Edile  della  1.10.78- 31.12.79  75  10.510,28.  4.957,68  -
Provincia  di  Latina 
Giovani  Istituto Istruzione Pro- 1.10.78- 31.12.80  120  54.083,78  .108.167,55  162.251,33 
fessionale  delle Lavora-
tori  Edili  Modena  -
----- ·------·- -----~ 24. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
I  Giovani  Ente  per  La  Formazione  16.10.78- 31.12.80  500  46.096,50  246.621,57  380.985,05 
Professionale delle. 
~· 
T  Maestranse  Edili  ed  Affini 
A  della Provincia  di  Parma 
L  Giovani  Ente  Scuola  Edile di  1.11.78- 31.12.80  30  15.954,71  93.610,00  '44.562,70 
Pistoia  .  -. 
I 
Giovani  Scuota  Professionale  5.10.78- 31.  5.80  70  94.736,75  94.736,75  -
A  Edile di  Rimini  e 
Circondario 
Giovani  Ente  Scuola  della  Provin- 1.11.78- 31.10.80  75  81.125,66  88.607,25  -
cia di  Savona  Perla  Forma-
zione  Professionale  Edi1e 
Giovani  Scuola  Edile  Spezzina  15.10.78- 15.10.78  60  42.861,39  - -
Giovani  Ente  Scuola  per  l'Industria  1.10.78- 30.  9.80  220  247.433,27  291.601,69  -
Edilizia e  Affini  della 
Provincia di  Torino 
Giovani  Camera  di  Commercio  di  10.10.78- 31.12.79  180  63.999,13  255.996,54  -
Reggio  Emilia 
Giovani  Regione  Liguria  1.10.78- 30.  9.79  739  394.237,82  - -
Giovani  Regione  Ligur.1a  1.10.78- 30 •• 9.79  595  301.331,36  - -
Giovani  Regione  Piemonte  1.10.78- 30.  6.79  12.312  1.769.748,84  3.506.182,07  -
I 
Giovani  ..  Regione  Liguria  1.10.78- 30.  6.79  3.528  863.575,76  1.727.151,52  -
Giovani  ~egione Emilia  Romagna  1.10.78- 30.  6.79  11.258  2.272.538,06  4.545.075,67  -
Giovani  Regione  Toscana  1.10.78- 30.  6.79  11.000  1.329.559,49  2.523.909,54  -
Giovani  Regione  Marche  '1.10.78- 30.  6.79  3.830  394.360,86  790.975,22  -
Giovani  Regione  Mazio  1.10.78- 31.  6.79  12.000  1.502.326,50  3.004.654,81  -
Giovani  Regione  Toscana  1.10.78- 30.  4.81  160  121.106,19  195.729,18  121.106,19 
Giovani  Regione. Toscana  1.10.78- 31.  7.81  2.178  2.698.503,68  1.842.453,96  698.481,15 
Giovani  Regione  Umbria  15.10.78- 15.10.78  576  415.916,40  - -
- ··-·· ~5. 
1  2  3  4  s  6 
1978  1979  1980 
I  Giovani  Regione  Calabria  1.10.78- 30.  9.79  800  926.136,85  - -
T  Giovani  ENEL  Z2.  9.78- 31.12.79  1.000 - 401.554,01  121.386;53  - - A  Giovani  Regione  Umbria  1.10.78- 30.  9.81  290  176.683,54  193.045,28  191.919,07 
L  Giovani  Regione  Liguria  1.12.78- 30.11.81  180  223.906,83  447.813,66  223.906,83 
I  Giovani  Regione  Marche  1.11.78- 31.10.79  330  223.095,58  - -
A  Giovani  IRFOP  1.10.78- 30.  9.80  388  ~99.205,87  399.205,87  -
Donne  ·  Regione  Liguria  1.12.78- 30.11.81  510  315.488,69  630.977,38_  630.977,38 
Donne  Ente  Nazionale  Acli  15.11.78- 15.11.79  420  475.733,06  - -
Istruzione Professio-
nale Sud  +  Centro-Nord 
Minorati  ENAIP  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  1.784  3.616.253,94  - -
.  Minorati  Opera  Juventutis  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  so  128.549,29  - -
Minorati  Consorzio  Provincial~  1. 1.78- 31.12.78~  83  86.068,32  - -
Assistenza  Subnormali 
di  Gorizia 
' 
Minorati  Consorzio  Provinciale  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  140  221.852,20  - -
per  l'Assistenza Specia- . 
l izzata di  Pordenone 
Minorati  Consorzio  Provinciale  1.  1.78 _- 31.12.78  160  225.593,41  - -
..  per  l 1Assistenza  Medico-
Psico-Pedagogica  di 
Udine 
Minorat1  Toscana  1.10.78- 30.  9.79  3.375  727.737,25  - -
Minorati  Regione  Liguria  1.  1.78"- 31.12.78  910  1.197.560,04  - -
. 
Minorati  Provincia di  Modena  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  226  271.774,67  - -
Minorati  Provincia du  Parma  1. 7.78- 31.12.78  120  104.985,01  - .  -





I  .  .,  I  . 
-
1  2  3  -4  5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
I  Minorati  Regione  Lombardia  1.  1.  78  - 3"1. 12.78  380  187.463,38  - -
T  Minorati  Regione  Lazio  1.10.78- 30.  9.79  20  27.041,89  - -
A  Regioni  GEPI  S.P.A.  1. 1.78- 31.12.80  860  1.628.765,73  163.431,45  134.746,48 
L  Regioni  GEPI  S.P.A.  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  815  924.792,86  - -
I  Article 5 
A 
Regioni  Regione  Basilicata  1. 9.78- 31.  3.79  120  114.427,70  - -
Regioni  EFIM  1.  6.78 - 30.  9.78  40  108.555,27  - -
Regioni  Regione  Liguria  1.  1.78 - 31.12.79  175  16.430,65  61.170,55  -
Regioni  Istituto per  la Rico-
struzione  I~dustriale(IRI>  1. 1.78- 31.12.79  1.820  2.968.848,46  2.510.158,88  -
Regioni  Istituto per  la Rico-·  1. 1.78- 31.12.79  1.661  263.573,32  86.695,06  --
atruzione  IndustrialeCIRI> 
Regioni  .Pstituto per "la  Rico- 1. 1.78- 31.12.79  3.946  4.390.218,43  1.687.215,58  -
struzione  Industriale<IRI) 
Region;  Istituto per  la  Rico- 1. 1.78- 31.12.79  4.627  680.449,96  133.573,83  -
Struzione Industriale(IRI) 
Regioni  Istituto per  La  Rico- 1.  1.78 - 31.12.79  2.198  991.172,17  5.930,39  -
. s.truzione  Industriale<IRI) 
Regioni  FIAT  21.12.78- 31.12.79  . 800  412,08  765.246,93  -
Regioni  Istituto per  La  Rico-
s truzione  Irldustriale(IRI>  3. 8.78- 31.12.79  120  75.568,52  252.772,64  -
Regioni  Istituto per  La  Rico- 3.  8.78- 31.12.79  122  309.345,31  122.478,60  -
Struzione Industriale(IRI) 
Regioni  Istituto per  la  Reco- 3.  8.78- 31.12.79  . 1.349  1.050.024,06  969.289,59  -
Struzione  Industriale(IRI) 
: 
' 





., - ·-··  ,• 
2  3  4  5  6 
l  1978  1979  1980 
I 
I  Regioni  Istituto per  la  Recostru- 3. 8.78- 31.12.79  930  1.173.346,67  1.099.018,21  -
zione  Industriale  (IRI) 
T 
Regioni  Regione  della Sardegna  10.  8.78- 31.12.79  355  237.329,97  79.109,99  -
A  13.11.78- 30.  6.79  111  177.597,60  Regioni  ENIPG  - -
L  15.10.78- 30.  4.81  2.500  1.080.532,10  917.350,21  Regioni  Regione  LAZIO  706.306,47 
I  4.  7.78- 31.12.80  Regioni  Regione  LAZIO  2.500  ·517 .581,73  388.186,30  388.186,30 
A  4.  7.78- 31.12.80  1.500  Regioni  Regione  LAZIO  411.487,39  416.445,07  411.487,39 
Regioni  Regione  LAZIO  4.  7.78 - 31.12.80  1.000  371.825,96  148.730,38  223.095,58 
Regioni  Regione  PUGLIA  1.10.78- 31.  5.79  2.350  6.448.950,41  - -
Regioni  Ente  Nazionale  1. 9.78- 31.12.80  373  178.282,03  502.488,10  220.626,13 
Idrocarburi  (EN!) 
Regioni  Scuola  professionate 
Edi le  CTRAFANI) 
1.11.78- 30.  9.80  156  44.393,.04  35.514,83  -
Regioni  Ente  Scuola  Edile  1.12.78- 31.12.80  540  54.402,10  54.402,10  54.402,10 
(SIRACUSA) 
Regioni  Ente  Scuola  Edile  15.10.78- 15.  9.79  95  '  46.603,18  - -
(CATANIA) 
Regioni  Centro  Scuola  Edile  1.10.78- 31.12.80  230  29.638,10  44.402,37  3.098,55 
(PALERMO) 
Regioni  Ente  Scuola  Maestranze 
Edili  (Reggio  Calabria> 
1.10.78"- 31.  3.79  100  15.405,99  9.288,21  -
Regioni  ~entre Formazione  1.10.78- 31.  3.80  180  35.447,41  38.669,90  -
Maestranze  EDILI(BARI) 
Regioni  Ente  Scuola  Edile  1. 1.79- 30.11.80  650  - 193.832,87  140.624,58 
<l 1Aquila>  ·-
Regioni  Ente  Scuola  Edile  1.10.78- 31.12.79  50  6.271,46  6.271,46  -
(Latina> 
Regioni  Ente  Scuola  Edile  1.12.78- 31.  3.80  40  4.799,73  46.331,96  19.638,52 
(Grosseto) 1  2  3  4 
I  Regioni  Scuola Professionale  1.11.78- 30. ·4.80 
T  Edile  CFirenze) 
A  Regioni  Centro  Formazione  1.10.78 - 30.  4.80 
Maestranze  Edili<MESTRE) 
L  Regioni  Fondazione  "Edil  Scuola"  1.10.78- 30.  6.80. 
I  Verona 
A  Regioni  ·ente Scuola  Edile(SAVONA)  1.11.78- 31.10.80 
Regioni  Centro  F.P.  MAESTRANZE  2.10.78- 31.12.80 
Edi l i  (V!CENl.A) 
Regioni  Ente  Nazionale  Idrocar- 17.10.78- 31.12.79 
buri  (EN!) 
Regioni  Regione  Liguria  1.10.78- 30.  9.79 
Regioni  Regione  Siciliana Asses- 1.10.78- 31.12.79 
sorato per  la  Sanita 
Regioni  Regione  Siciliana  1.10.78- 31.12.79 
Regioni  Pubbliche Amministrazioni  1.10.78- 30.  6.79 
(Regione  Siciliana) 
Regioni  Pubbliche Amministrazioni  1. 8.78- 30.  6.79 
CN010)  :  -Sicilia-Sardegna-
Calabria-Basilicata-Puglia-
Campania-Abhuzzo-Molise- .1 
Marche-Zona  ~asmez-Lazio 
(Zona  Casmes) 
Regioni  Pubbliche  Amministrazioni  1.8. 78- 30.  6.79 
I 
(N010)  :  -Sicilia-Sardegna-
Catabria-Basilicata-Puglia-
Campania-Abruzzo--Molise-
Marche-Zona  Casmez-Lazio 
(Zona Casmes) 
Regioni  Regione  Basilicata  1.8. 78- 30.  6.79 
5 
1978 
200  10.884,36 
200  18.565,16 
200  10.663,16 
30  32.486,32 
300  20.281,42 
579  163.107,65 
155  7.304,92 
.  452  19.04;3,80 
3.617  475.272,-
17.778  3.234.528,72 
17.000  1.506.670,51 
9.780  2.876.011,32 

































-1  2  3  i 
4  5 
;,: 
IT 
Regioni  1.  8.78- 30.  6.79  31.982  : 
A 
L  I 
I 
!  Regioni  1.1~.78- 30.  6.79  29.560 
A 
I 
Regioni  I  . 
1. 8.78- 30.  6.79  7.169 
-
Re·gioni  1. 1078- 30.  6.79  1.300 
! 
..  11.  8.78- 30.  6.79  Regioni  3.750 
Regioni  1.10.78 e 3o.  6.79  2.845 




1978  1979 
3.043.406,74 6.086.810,77 
4.334.795,70 8.669.591,40 
1.693.429,72  2.298.836,30 
144.764,24  291.511,55 
. 
619.709,93  1.239.419,86 
449.165,76  899.546,60 















-..;.:  .·• -~· 
.<-
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1  2  3  4  5  6 
1978  1979  i3 






Toscana-Umbria  -Marche 
Lazio 














Regioni  Pubbliche  Ammint<N012)  1.10.78- 30.  6.79 
Piemonte-Ligura-Lomb.-





















Lazio  '  I .,.._ .......  ~--~·~··.··'"'· ;,--;:~:-·-·.-~"-- .  :~,;;~~!~·'~!:,f·~~i!:. :·/(· 
:), 
31. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
1978  1979  1980 






L  Marche-Lazio 
I  Regioni  Pubbliche  Amminis(N012>  1. 8.78- 30.  6.79  5.l44  776.132,38  . 1.552.264,31  -




;  Marche-Lazio 





Marche-Lazio  . 






Regioni  Pubbliche  Amminis(N012)  1. 8.78 - 30.  6.79  1.250  187.490,42  374.980,85  -
Piemonte-Liguria-Lomb.-
Prov.Trento- Prov.  Bolz.-
Friuli-veneto-Emilia-
Toscana-Lazio 
Regioni  Regione  Toscana  1.11.78- 30.  4.80  80  24.798,31  24.798,31  -
Regioni  Confederazione Generale  1.11.78- 30.  9.79  500  198.307,18  - -
Italiana Artigianato 
Regioni  Regione  Lazio  29.  9.78- 31.12.80  1.500  92.956.49  371.825,96  371.825,  ( 
Regioni  Regione  Lazio  29.  9.78-31.12.80  564  31.774,22  127.096,87  127 .096,  .. 
... 32. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
I  Regioni  Regione  Abruzzo  1.11.78- 30.  6.79  210  236.337,54  - -
T  Regioni  ENEL  1.10.78- 30.  6.79  137  93.033,11  - -
A  Regioni  Regione  Molise  .  1.10.78- 30.  9.79  69  38.904,74  - -
L  Regioni  Regione  Moli se  1.10.78- 30. 9.81  311  257.156,18  72.021,86  60.580,73 
I  Regioni  Regione  Campania  20.  9.78- 19.  9.79  4.000  10.972.831,92  - -
A  Regioni  Regione  Abruzzo  1.10.78- 30.  9.79  95  79.322,87  - -
Regioni  Regione  Abruzzo  1.10.7S- 30.  9.81  812  1.231.983,34  146.747,31  139.806,56 
Regioni  Regione  Abruzzo  1. 1.79- 31.  3.80  1.000  - .  401.572,04  44.619,12 
Regioni  Regione  Umbria  1.10.78- 30.  9.81  167  112.839,04  67.679,08  62.669,58 
Regioni  Regione  Autonoma 
Valle  d'Aosta 
1.10.78 - 30. ·9.81  148  206.695,12  248.967,90  240.407,34 
Regioni  Regione  Calabria  1.10.78- 30. 9.81  90.  86.401,54  59.396,61  38.605,-
Regioni  Regione  Calabria  1.10.78- 30.  9.81  1.  714  1.641.821,18  1.128.741,92  732.672,01 
Regioni  ENEL  16.10.78- 30.  6.79  75  . 45.499,10  - -
Regioni  Prov.Autonoma  di  Trento  1.10.78- 30.  9.81  120  132.748,63  132.748,63  132.748,63 
Regioni  Reg.  della  Sardegna  20.10.78- 29.  2.80  1.638  222.627,07  1.098.614,33  80.983,69 
.I  Regioni  Reg.  della  Sardegna  20.10.78- 29.  2.80  506  4.447,04  362.366,?1  130.109,34 
Regioni  Reg.  della·Sardegna  20.10.78- 19.10.79  325  36.686,83  128.403,90  -
Regioni  Regione  Marche  1.11.78- 31.10.79  103  51.391,31  - -
Regioni  EFIM  1.12.78- 31.  5.79  216  44.668,69  497.701,44  -
Pro2resso Tecnico  Regione  Toscana  1. 1.78- 31.12.79  300  82.362,61  82.362,61  -
Progresso ~ecnico  GEPI  1. 1.78- 31.12.79  1.578  1.170.358,05  200.138,25  - I  Progresso  Tecnico  Regione  Emilia-Romana  1. 9.78- 31.  8.80  26  86.388,73  86.388,73  -
Progresso Tecnico  ENIPG  1. 7.78- 31.12.80  4.517  6.407.206,64 .  5.290.619,79  1.836.950,22 
Progresso  Tecnico  Regi6ne  Piemonte  1.10.78 -·30. 6.79  95  100.577,80  - -
Progresso  Tecnico  Regione  L  iguda  1.12.78- 30.11.80  289  94.556,47  94.556,47  -
Progresso  Tecnico  Regione  Lazio  30.  9.78- 30.  9.79  271  236.812,12  - --·  33. 
1  2  3  4  5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
L  Article 4 
u 
X  Jeunes  Ministere de  l'Education  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  630  174.004,59  - -
Nationale 
E 
Article 5  1-
M 
B 
Handicap~s  Association  d'Assurance  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  102  12.538,71  - -
0  contre  les  accidents 
u  Association  d'Assurance·  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  45  4.513,94  - -
R 
contre  les  accidents 
G 
Office de  Placement  et  13.  3.78- 31.12.78  70  42.130,08  - -
de  reeducation des 
Travailleurs Handicapes 
. 





4.  ... 34. 
1  2  3  4  5  !  6 
1978  1979  1980 
Artikel  4 
N  Landbouw  Direktoraat-Generaal  voor  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  200  40.930,74  - -
E  de  Arbeidsvoorziening 
Overheidsdienst 
!) 
Landbouw  Directoraat-Generaal  voor  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  100  312.462,31  - -
E  de  Arbeidsvoorziening 
R  Overheidsdienst 
L  Landbouw  Ontwikkelings-en  Sanerings- 1. 1.78- 31.12.78  50  .38.189,84  - -
fonds  voor  de  Landbouw 
A  Ministerie  van  Landbouw·en 
N  Vi sserij, Overheidsdi enst 
D  TeKtiel-Industrie  Ministerie  van  Sociale  .1.  1.78- 31.12.78  500  415_.982,50  - -
Zaken 
Textiel-Industrie  Ministerie van  Sociale  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  1.500  822.822,54  - --
Zaken 
!'ligrerende.  Ministerie van  Cultuur,  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  80.000  768.273,- - -
Werknemers  Recreatie  en  Maatschappe-
lijk werk 
Migrerende  Ministerie van  Onderwijs  1. s·:18- 31.12.78  400  '  63.007  - -
Werknemers  en  Wetenschappen 
Jongeren  Ministerie  van  Sociale  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  6.000  517.368,25  - -
.Zaken 
vr.ouwen  Directoraat-Generaal·voor  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  2.000- 301.701,60  -
..; 
de  Arbeidsvoorziening 
Artikel  5 
Gehandica!;!ten  Ministerie van  Sociale  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  165  777.847,06  - -
Zaken 
Gehandicapten  Ministerie van  Sociale  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  1.245  170.735,68  - -
Zaken· 
(jehandicapten  Ministerie van  Sociale  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  50  57.597,58  - -
Zaken· r 
N  Geh 
E 













3  4 
Ministerie van  Sociale  1.1.78- 31.12.78 
Zaken 
Ministerie van  Sociale  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
Zaken 
Directoraat-Generaal  voor  1. 1.78- 31.12.78 




5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
430  1.673.538,76  - -
1.800  1.666.308,97  - -





~  l. 
'  I 36.: 
r i 1 
2  3  4'  5  6 
.  I 
1978  1979  1980 
r-UT  Article 4 
!  N  '  Textiles  Manpower  services  1. 1,78- 31.12.78  150  33.301,22  - -
i  I  I  Commission 
l  i 
T~xtiles  Manpower  Services  1.  1.78- 31.12.78  2.600  5.127.977,31  - -
i  Commission 
! 
I 
E  Steinberg  Group  West.  3.  1~78- 31.1z.18  344.  230.047,76  Textiles  - -
I  ()  Auckland,Pontyppridd  l 
!  I 
and  Norwich  Factories 
I 
'  Textiles  Robert  Hirst  and  Co  LTD  1. 3.78- 31.  8.78  55  20.646,75  - - !  K  '  !  Texti  ~es  Bairdwear  (Blackburn)LTD  6. 3.78- 30.  9.79  177  213.127,78  75.482,76  -
!  1 
I 
N  . Textiles  John  Heathcoat  and  1. 3.76- 31.  5.78  58  11.159,61  - -
company  LTD 
I  G  Textiles  1. 1.78- 31.10.78  11  13.549,73  l  L &  G Sterne  LTD  - ·-
I 
0  Textiles  Saracen  LTD  1. 1.78- 30.  6.78  91  17.867,78 
'  '  - -
I 
o I  Textiles  .D  FINE  LTD  4. 1.78- 31.10.78  93  11.316,26  - - . 
M I 
Textiles'· ,  DEL  GUERRA  LTD  1. 6.78- 31.  5.79  27  17.867,78  10.422,87  -
Textiles .·.  1. 5.78- 1. 5.79  78  90.584,64 
l 
IJ  DEWHIRST  LTD  - -
I  I  Textiles  Maenson  Clothes  L1D  1. 5.78- 31.12.78  244  65.217,39  - - I 
i 
[  Textiles  Polywarm  Products  LTD  3.  4.78- 7.  5.  7~~  59  6.700,42  3.722,45  -
Textiles  Lasionet  Products  LTD  1. 4.78- 30.  9.78  19  14.711,14  - -
i  Textiles  Hamilton  Carhartt  3.  9.78  ~ 31.  3.79  100  38.713,52  - -
I 
LTD  Dundee 
TextHes  Textiles  Industry  18.  9.78- 31. 8.79  14  26.643,84  - -
! 
Training  Board  <N.I.) 
Textiles  D.  VERBLOW  LTD  3. 7.78- 31.  3.79  93  19.023,23  - - . 
l 
! _rrfsrant  Workers  Home  Office  and  Local  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  2.500  395.914,46  - -
Authorities 
Migrant  Workers  Training  Services  5. 1.78- 31.12.78  400  37.001,35  - -
Divisior.s 
I ·37. 
2  3  4  5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
~·-~------1~-----
---~  :  f!j  ~-;: :·:) 
'  ~·q 
-
\·lorkers  Home  Office  Department  of  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  1.100  173.612,27  - - I  Environment  and  Local 
Authorities  I 
-=- ~  r: :g  ;""a  \4orkars  Home  Office  Department  of  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  450  112.172,42  - . 
~- ' 
' 
Environment  anct.·Local 
Authorities 
1>1 !gra  Workers  London  Council  of  Social  1.10.78- 31.12.80  12.000  2.940,74  12.939,25  14.233,17 
Service  (Registred Charity) 
opi.e  I 
Road  Transport  Industry  1.  1.7~- 31.12.78  60  35.525,74  - -
Training  Board 
people!  Department  of  Manpower  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  2.670  5.504.619,62  - -
.!2~.C~9 
·~·c-Jna 
"•{  Services 
;..ri  ~:aur·.o  peoole  Department  of  Manpower 
Services  · 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78  570  1  •. 024. 786,91  - -
1
~ ~  '! owng  pecpte  Department  of  Manpower  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  1.360  608.910,52  - -
'~  ~ 
Df  'foung 
•  Services 
peop~e  I Department  of Manpower  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  1.130  772.424,67  - -
i\~  Services 
-roung  people  Department  of  Manpower  1. 1.78.- 31.12.78  1.000  456.459,03  - -
Services 
Young  people  Department  of  Manpower  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  400  328.074,33  - -
Services 
people  Department  of  Manpower  1. 1.  78  ~ 31.12.78  440  523.014,10  - -
I 
Services 
people  I 




Youn9  people  Manpower  Services  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  579  306.617,03  - -
Commission  I 
'icung  people  Manpower  Services  1. 1.78 -·31.12.78  10.095  3.421.048,44  - -
Commission 
'ioung  peopte  Manpower  Services  .  1. 1.78- 31.12.78  10.043  7.303.338,30  - -
Commission 
.  -I r  1 l  2  '  I  1  I 
3 
;  I  ~~l  l  _____  :--i ----· 
!  U! Young  people 
I
.  the  Cunnunghame  District 
N  Council 
roung  people  M.S.C. 
Young  people  1
1 




0  ! 'loung  people 
I( 
l 
YoLOnq  p;;ople 
Young  people 
N ,  .  t  .
1
·  ~ ou;ig  p eop  e · 
t: 
'"  'Young  people 
I)  Young  people 
(J  1 Young  people 
N  Young  people 
i'Otlng  people 
Young  people 
Young  people 
Young  people 
Rubber  and  Plastics 
Processing·Industrial 
Training  Board 
M.S. C. 
!Greater Manchester  Youth 
Associ at ion 




Engineering  Industry 
Training  Board 
Catering  Industry Trai-
ning  Board  of  Northern 
Ireland 
Catering  Industry Trai-
ning  Board  of  Northern 
Ireland 
Northern  Ireland Trai-
ning  Executive 
M.s. c. 
4  -r 
1.  1.78- 25.  8.78 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
.,.,0.78- 31.  3.79 I 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
1.  4.78- 31.  3.79 
1. 4.78- 31.12.78 
1.  5.78  ~ 31.12.78 
1.  7.78  ~ 31.12.78 
1. 9.78- 31.12.78 
11.  9.78- 31.  8.79 
14.  9.78- 31.  8.79 
14. 9.7. _ 31 •••  79 I 
4. 9.78- 31.  8.79 
































































- I 3 
......---,-----~ 
- 'T _____  z  -r 
····· ....... _  .. ______  ~--A.,..,-r.,.t..,..1" '·"  ; 
I 
i'·~  ;  .~:.~=j~~:.J~.~o~~oeool~  1 
~~andi:apped peopte 
i{;inc~i.~apped people 
·>  H2ndlcapped  people 
I 
:~ri~d1caoped people  J 
I 
!';,r;r!' t;apped  peopi.e 














i~~G i OrtS 
;~ t:f;'~ on s 
Q;;;·gions 
St.  Loye 1s  College 
Dep.  of  Health  and 
Social  Services 
Dep.  of Manpower 
Services 





~1. 5. c. 
Scottish  Development 
Agency 
Scottish  Development 
Agency 
Several  Private Enter-
prise  represented by 
the  Department  of 
Manpower  Services 
Department  of Manpower 
Services 
D~partment of  Manpower 
Services 
Department  of Manpower 
Services 
Department  of  Manpower 
Services 
Department  of  Manpower 
Services 
Durham  University 
1.  1.  78  - 3 
1.  1.  78  - 3 
1. 1.78- 3 
1. 1.78- 3 
1.  1.  78  - 3 
1.  1.  78  - 3 
1.1.78-3 
1.  1.  78  - 31 
1. 1.  78  - 31 
1.  1.  78  - 31 
1. 1.78- 31 
1. 1.  78  - 31 
1.  1.  78  - 31 
1.  1.  78  - 31 
1. 4.78- 31 



















39·  • 
5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
122  134.683,44  142.869,62  131.971,98 
30.000  908.908,59  - -
414  478.116,29  - -
3,047  107.761,26  - -
939  2.277.355,57  - -
2.355  3.788.070,28  - -
4.773  2.751.782,31  - -
240  193.930,54  - -
670  18.183,94  69.216,21  -
62  3.478,13  14.060,51  -
709  208.057,12  62.030,55  -
3.791  275.750,94  3~567.322,48  '-
2.516  303.662,39  1.178.210,35  -
210  67.912,.78  230.295,64  -
3  891,36  - -
10  17.908,65  - -
43  10.819,20  - -'"' 
40. 
r-~----- 2  1 ---3----,---,  I  ,  ,  .  , 
LJ_  l  1  "''  r  '"'  1  1980  1 
j  u  \Regions  Several  Enterprises  re- l  1.  4.78- 31.12.79
1  333  69.383~45  ~989,10 I  - I 
i  H  j  presented by  the  Depart- !  I 
i  1 
1
ment  of  ~lanpower Services1  !  i 
R2gions 
T 
t:  ,  Reg·ions 
!l  i 
i f"~aions  !  _, 
l Regions 
K  I  A  •  i  R.,g1ons 
!  Regions 
t•;  ! 
G I  Regions 
'  ~  i 
0  I  Regions 
r1  l  Regions 
I  Reg·lons 
I 
1 Regions 
i Regions  I  Regions 
! 
i  Regions 
i 
l  Regions 
I  .. 
\  Reg ;ons 
!  Regions 
'  i 
l " ..  ,  r;eg1ons 
l  . 
i Re~  ions 
l  Re~ions 
l 
I 
George  Wimpey  ~1.L  and  I 1.  5. 78  - 30.  4,81  3.000  164.086,19  164.086_,19  I  81.108,44) 
c.  I. TO  .·  I  I 
N~rthern rn;tand Trai- l 1. 9.78- 31.  8.79  130  27.446,40  - I'  ~  j 




Central  Electricity 
Generating  ooard 
l
·oepartment  of  Education 
for  Northern  Ireland 
-Department  of  M.S.(NI> 
Department  of  M,S.(NI) 
Department  of  M.S,(NI) 
Department  of  M.S.(NI} 
Department  of  M.S.CNIJ 
Council  tor  small  Indus-
tries  in Rural  Areas 
Council  for  Small  Indus-
tries  in  Rural  Areas 
M.S. C. 
L.R.C.  Components 
Road  Transport  Industry 
!




1. 1.78- 31.  3.79 
1.  1.78 - 31.  3.79 
I 
1.  1.  78  - 31.  3.  79 l 
I 
,. 1.78- 31,12.80 
1 •  1 • 78  - 3 i. 8.  79  ' 
1 •  1 • 78  - 31 •  3.  791 
,. 1.78 _ 31.  3.78 I 
1.  1.78- 31.  3.79 
1,  1.?8-31.12.78. 
1, 1.78- 31.  3.79 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
1. 1.78- 31.12.78 
1. 1.78- 31.  3.79 
18.  9.78- 30.11.79 
15.  3.78- 23.  6.78 
1. 4.78- 31.  3.79 
1. 4.78- 31.  3.?9 
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1. 4.78- 31.  3. 
1.  4.78- 31.  3. 
1.  7.78- 31.12. 
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takings  Represented  by 
the  Department  of 
!Manpower  Services 
!
'Several  Private  Under-
takings  Represented  by 
the  Department  of 
!Manpower  Services 
iM  ~  ~  I  :]J.t.. .. 
iwhitbread  ~nd Co  LTD 
!
Liability  Company 
!
Construction  Industry 
Training  Board 
!
Department  of  Manpower 
Services 
Catering I.  T .B. 
(Department  of  Manpower 
Sel'vices) 
Department  of  the 
Environment 
1.  7.78- 31.12. 
1.  8.78 - 31.  3. 
7.  5.78- 31.  3. 
1. 9.78- 23.  3. 
13. 9.78- 31.  8. 
1.10.78- 31.  3.7 
1.10.78- 31.  3.7 
Department  of  Health  and  11.10.78- 31.  3.7 
Social  Services 
!Department  of Agriculture 
1Northern  Ireland 
Training  Executive 
Crown  Foundry  Co  LTD 
Manpower  Services  Com-
mission  Traning  Services 
Northern  Ireland 
!Electricity Service 
1.10.78- 31.  3.7 
9. 9.78- 31.  7.7 
1. 6.78- 31.12.7 
1. 1.78- 31.12.7 
28.  9.78- 31.  3.8 
41. 
I 
5  6 
1978  1979  1980 
-~..............---
9  9.350  8.219.050,36  - -
9  12.770  11.251.761,38  - -
9  1.188  469.181,06  716.447,29  -
9  60  30.628,35  7.206,67  -
9  883  403.563,13  - -
1  355 
'  7.444,91  14.889,82  14.889,82 
0  1.156  63.132,82  115.731,09  -
9  117  52.890,11  - -
"' 
9  1.400  456.722,75  - -
9  935  320.624,29  - -
9  89  29.570,28  - -
9  1.450  531.999,70  - -
9  40  27.531,27  - -
9  130  14.800,54  26.640,97  -
8  74  133.120,50  - -
1  115  41.034,84  88.098,57  86.809,11 I 